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ftS^y^SL T^ JmJJ&LMJL -iterantlonal,
ationality, as a legal concept, is a term applied to
the identity relationship of an individual with a ?ular
Nation- 3tate. Thus, nationality law is that authoritative
ocess which defines the legal relationship, entailing rights
and duties, which exists between the individual and the te
conferring its nationality. The decision as to who is, and
who is not, entitled to the benefits and privileges of the r
tionality of a particular Stat© is inherently a domestic law
question,1 subject to reasonable standards of effective con-
nection between the individual and the Nation-State whose m
tionality is claimed.
;ion on Certain Moris '.elating to ' an-
23-iot of avfl, a Sagg* Conference for
Codification of Inter
...rial Law on 1. rovld-
ft. 1. It is for each state to determine
under its own law who are its nationals.
This law shall be recognized by other sti I
in so far as it Is
tional conventions, Internal
and the principles of lav • recc -
nized with regard to nationality.
[uestioa as to whether a person
possesses the nationality of a partioul?
state shall be determined in accordance with
the law of that state.'
3
l stated by ...nheim, "It is not for International
but for Municipal Law to determine who is, and is not, to

be considered a subject ,e right to delimit those
•dividuals who are considered to be its nationals is an
essential element of State sovereignty. Sovereignty, v?hi
has been described as "the supreme and independ*- .thority
of States over all persons and things in their territory",^
implies perforce the personal supremacy of a State over its
nationals in defining their status and in prescribing their
rights and duties,
•ever, by virtue of the free f action given to
ates with respect to questions concerning nationality, con-
flicts between pr s of I lie U t±on rela-
tionality frequently arise between States on I itera-
tions" ie. us, questions of nationality are not rel
gated solely to the municipal sphere, and rules of internet!
al law regulating the manner in which nations resolve confli
of nationality law can be deduced from the practive of State
emational conventions and the decisions of intem&tion
tribunal
. stated by Weis ;g treatise on this subject,
these rules do not operate directly upon Individuals in con-
ferring or withdrawing nationality they are, rather,
"negative rules, restricting the freedom of States to confer or
withdraw nationality.
In its legal sense may -
ation-state, and thus, must ,1 f*oi con-
t of nationality which entails ethnic

"The term •nationality'...,5Ji7«t politico-
legal terra denoting membership of a State
...must be distinguished from national!',
as a historioo-biol< 1 term denoti
membership of a nation. In the latter
sense it means the subjective corporate
sentiment of unity of members l-
fic a 'race' or *r. , f of
a territory al
"unity on t": rritc ay le
i of a o.
-
• I ft >*v j I **
sent • sonce
to t.
graph/ , ic.^to be differentiateg/. ..
,
The subject of nationality lias given rise to a vast
wealth of legal literature on the planes of b- val
and international law, and it may be anticipated that q
tions involving nationality will cont taut to occupy the at-
tentions of municipal and international authoritative decision-
wakers (£.£• , judges, arbitrators, public officials) for as
long as the concept of the I?ation-3tate exists in law. Nor
are such issues necessarily isolate" ims, for
have constitutional, di \& political co: mces




armed forces of Israel. '-m
based on the alleged refusal of t s to .ve
its citizens of their citizenship for service la

harmed forces, despite the fact that ex i stat
torally prescribed for such aetivit abs c that,
by peraitti ma U ve in tb -ied
forces, tc -arted fror. /;ion of
iarti- in the continu
,
raid i; 3 of
I,
•for*




tited Gtates over a 1
decision that Americans need not
U7 lose their citisensM
service in foreign armies. ;rab.. . vge
that the decision was t to permit
Americans to volunteer for the Israeli
armed forces, -
''This participation (of American citizens
Israeli services) is contrary to inter-
national law principles, resolutions of
the 'Jhite-
-s anc i gsts
in the Arab woi





It has become v .




delivered anas and money
:
'has rnobi: its sons to serve in the
reel! army 1 .*^

. tes is the result of
an inter tion placed on the d on of the 7Tnited States
ireme Court in the case of ..froyita v. Husk * J an interpret
lon w ears to be accepted a statements of
officials of the Tnited States Government. In 'ifroyiau the
)reine Court condemned, and effectively ,itutional,
tion M-Cl(e) of the Nationality let of jt. Is-, 19^0,
,
$k Stat. 1168, M attended tat, **6) which pre-
scribed loss of nationality for any 'Tnited states citizen
If
who voted in a foreign political election. **
Contrary to the news article quoted above, th: reme
irt did not rule that ' toerlcane need not n tically 1c
their citi rough service in foreign armies". How-
ever, the decision la froyi^ has been interpolated to c
its proscription to other sections of the tflffltigy I i and
Nationality ct of 1952, particularly Section 3*+9 (a)(3),
. . \ §1 1+Gl(a)(3)), which provides that a r?hited iJtate -
tional .1 lose his nationality by ante tarring In,
the anted forces of a foreign state without obtaining tha
_or, written per .on of the Secretaries of State and of
Defease. ?h an interpolation would hold that expatriation
for foreign military service is also unconstitutional and th-
the provision is, & fortiori , unenforceable. .,1s view
•arently been adopted by the "Tnited Statei Department of
State and Department of Justice, 1 "1 and Arab leaders have

drawn their own conclusions from it with regard to "Tnited
tddle .East policy.
Thus, the question of Waited States citiar- i and
natior. -, which is gen ' onsidered a matter of muni-
cipal law and domestic jurisdiction, is vaulted i
international ;.e as a . p In an on otition
of m "ve interests in the Hiddl< it* .eclal. --as
the q Lou of nationality ft* to be one of munic
iere the issue does not involve the conferring of :
tionality and the assertion of the attendant right
tection of an individual by one State in opposition to t3
claims of another State, but instead concern;. -;ioa
of its own nationality by a State for its own purpose
•/ever, the problem posed the Mhlted Stat*.. ".ts
decision-raakers "ay the Arab allegations is not eliminat
by labelling the Batter a question of domestic law, ' virtue
of the fact that the constitutionality of automatic expatria-
tion for the performance of certain acts under taadt
law has become an issue of International contention, th- ,;;er
becoises of icssediate concern in i :atior
nations advoc rt to
authoritatlv- n\
er free from oo fi and violence, it i;
law to which we must turn in t
My, however, the provisic

ist be examined In an effort to determine
whether the eonfl* n be 5®tic action
on the part of Chit* tes officials.
ibeequent examination of this problem will necessi-
tate an appraisal of ?<ses of public international li
bearing on the withdrawal of nationality by a unllate:-
act of State 1 and of the guidance provided by international
human rights standards.

.'Wl ^tffites lav £overn,*fK jfoe. Loss oT Ijfly
. The federation and Nationality ot of 27 June
!• '^rov^on^
The Itamigration and Nationality Act (i tftt. 1
enacted into law over Presidential veto on 27 June 1952,
ovides in Chapter 3 for the loss of United Gtates nation-
ality by the performance of certain acts, or the fulfillment
of certain conditions, specified in the chapter. Sueh loss
of nationality is to be automatic. A* declared in Section
356 of the Act:
Ae loss of nationality under this
chanter resul ely fro© t'.
rfomanc© by a national of t. <ts
or fulfill** the conditions
eclfied in this chapter. r'l8
Inter alia « Section 3^9 of the Xmlgratloa and
:ionallty Act prov"
"(a) From and after the effective date
of this Act a national
of the -nite; .ether by birth
or naturalization, shall lose nil
tionality by ~
****
(3) entering, or i*r
ar orces of a foreign state
unless, prior to i entry or
service, iuch entry or service is
;ecifi tthorlsed in writing
by the Secretary of State and th
cretary of Defense* Provided i
That the entry into fvi'ce
by a person prior to the attainment
of his eighteenth birthday shall
3erve to expatriate such person only
if there exir '.on to secure
a release fr leh service an
rson fails to exercise >n
• attainment of h: ith

9V
) voting In -ditt
In a foreign state or participating
in an election or site I
determine \ overeignty over f<
territor or • • • •
2. ftffiiaWifrra fflLfitaKE
lilt Section 3fo9U)(5) ctf the Iraaigratlor.
lity Act of : U a re-enactsent in exact terms
of Section V01(e) of the nationality ct of ISfr , Gtt
3V is distinctly different from its counterpart in
the 19V': Act, Section ] M section of f
ality ',&$&*>




(c or servinc in 5
armed forces of t
unless exprei
the laws of the Unit if
as or ires the Itf
of such foreign state? or • • • •
lor statutory authority conditioned lo
of fitted States nationality for service in foreign armed
forces on liaving or obtaining the nati ty of the forei
state in whose armed forces the indivldur rrred, present
-visions admit of the creation of a class of sta or-
.,s — those who serv armed f
c
-





tlon of inmigrati- .^tas fe 'in, ?
alleged racial iion i restrS/-
present*
.; lna*. -rn
oan ancestry. 0.80 of prime i in debate were the
broad powers given the 'Jhited Ittevmy
matters of visa issuance and deportation of alie These
provisions of the popularly known McCarran-v/aiter Bill w©i
the subjects of extended debate in tin 8« of esenta-
tives and, particularly, in the Senate. (In opposition to
this sed legislation in the Senate were the pro ;s
of the more liber
plethora of a at, » ?e in tin I were t"
of Section 3*+9(a)(3}, cancer; fore:;.
Senator Humphrey offered for the Senat
•ed by the m
.rican Bar -'.ssociatlon, concerning :.tstit
objections to provisions of tt
mention was made in this mi
ality as the result of service in for-' . fore*-.
.




was the version of t) migration an,"
passed by f § of H@prescntat.tv with §c
modification, by r ^nate, eontal mt
with reference t
amended, lis i acta
or r Used, divest themselves








1 who commits cert
trlatinc act: .le under 18 veara
of ago oar repudiate those t nd
*eserve his united States
oitizensh:'
****
The third act i of
nationality <
the armed for- xf a foreign ttc
unless ex
by the laws of the
111 requires, in 3 oral
tion
,




lose nationality by se

12
"fails to exercise that option wi-
ne becomes 18 years of age. "£3
In hearings on the proposed Immigration ea ton-
ality Act, held by the Joint Subcommittees of tin rdttees
on the Judiciary of the Senate and House of Representatives,
very little comment was made with respect to the provision
providing for loss of Jnlted States nationality throu
service in foreign armed forces. One proposal bearing on
Section 3^9(a)(3) of the bill, which was submitted by
Assistant Secretary of State Jack K. KcFall, would have in-
serted a new subsection (e) under Section 32*f of the bill
for the purpose of permitting persons who lost their 'Jhited
at*! nationality under certain subsections of Section 3^9
(a) to return to the "Ihited States within five years as non-
quota immigrants for the purpose of recovering nationality
through naturalisation. A proviso to this prop*: ubsection,
however, would have withheld the privi of returning from
one who lost Obit* tes nationality by serving in the armed
forces of a country engaged in hostilities against the
;a:
35
ites. 2^ The proposal was substantially incorporated in the
bill as Section 32
other proposal with respect to Section 31
submitted by Henry I. Sutler, who appeared before the Joint
Subcommittees as a member of the Legislative Committee of the
tional Council on Naturalization and Citizens itler

13
suggested that the authorization to serve in foreign armed
forces "should b© by either the Secretary of State or the
Secretary of Defense in the alternative, rather than by both
in the conjunctive? and their authorization should be as an
alternative to authorization by the laws of the Tnited States,
and it should not be required prior to such entr
itler was particularly concerned with preserving the
nationality status o: ricans who served in the armed for-
ces of countries which subsequently became allies of the
TJhited States in international hostilities, as witness the
following exchange during his oral testinon
?. Sutler Now, for example, this
country owes a vast «-;ebt of gratitude to
very many loyal Jhited States citizens who
Joined the Allied forces both before t
entry of the Lilted States into VJorlc!
I and into World U'ar II. It the time those
people entered the service of the foreign
countries, it is a foregone conclusion that
no Secretary of State and no Secretary of
Defense would have given them written per-
mission, nor would Congress have enacted
laws authorizing them to do so prior to
our entering into the conflict.
If, at a later date, this country finds
those men served this country as fully as
though they had served in our ov: 7,
then such permission, either by
Congress, or by either sretary of
j or Secretary of Defen
fice. It U ty
would not prejudice this country,
no such permission would h> ..ted if the
had entered any forces host
"
try. If they have enter
been our allies, like 's,
where our allies paved the way, their Ameri-
can citizenship should be protected to t;
same extent as if subsequently they were told

11+
"they could Join the 3riUs!i forces with
no loss by ao doing, /sic?
Representativ Lter. My. Miller,
only yesterday, suggested a solution by
exempting from this section the men who
served with forces which subsequent
became our allies.
tier. That v. ",n
the right direction. I as still fe
of requiring written .ission prior to
entry in the conjunctive.
any of those youngsters who did not







be nobody would give sanction to m
hostile country. is why I say I feel
it is a perfectly safe suggestion. »••*!
lie he mentioned as a factual natter that the proposed
draft eliminated the provision that loss of nationality would
'jr only if the individual had or acquired the nationality
of the foreign state in whose armed forces he served, that
change v; ranitted to pass without eoor.ent. iificantly,
however, in his prepared statement which was submitted to t
Joint oubcosnaittees , .v, katler r ed with respect to t'
proposed text of Section S^SCaXV), providing for loss of I
tionalit; septlng, or porfor I duties of, ®ny off!




he jquirea the natic
.
endorse t:>. .lent Insofar as it t

•'to decrsasg the incidence of state-
leasness/^
:
.lure to comment with r re&tian
of a potential for statelc In the proposed le
constituting as it did a radio- ;arture from the terras of
Section ;) of the 3 , can only be regarded as in-
explicable when contrasted with the endorsement (for the
reason that it reduced statelessness } of the change to t
ia&ediately succee-* section which incorporated the '.se
language deleted from the section on foreign armed serv_ .
Prominent Government witnesses, sue; ttorney
General Peyton Ford, 2 -ting Commissioner Argyle oy
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service-* "' and L. Paul
oings, General Counsel of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service,*-1 who testified before the Joint Subcommittees, did
not mention the osed Section 3**9 in their statements,
Nevertheless, signifies
-.•iticism was leveled at the loi
of natir fey provisions in general during larlAfl
statement of Gust zarus, President of the Association
of Immigration and Nation.-- w»
ever, did not specifically analyze Section 3*+9(&)(3).
3. ^eflAfliftUvy fjXMnppqjfi
.th such a paucity of information concerning the
Congressional intent behind th© enacting of Section 3**9 U)-
it is virtually impossible to determine what Congress sought

to ac • Ish 1. .;»ther they ated
the significance of the C: in the prior
in an armed [ by fta L«n without lo 'loc-
ality, or the ac - fjy,
was cer •> the
se' vi serv!
nant re: et to &f .tary serv.'
Co 3B| si,' . pi >ot deemed to . Ited
blsemthj ,:i the individual I u It 0(3 lot
m boi it i 'nited States cittze* serv
a fore I. -?ould neeessari • iulre - *»
ality of that country. It wc ear, rather, that
enacted Section 3*+9(a)(3': without consideration of It
slble impact upon the individual the create ff th©
>entlal for statelessness.
Udh attention ftf was I the meas-.:r I ?on-
cerned lfltl of those who served in tin
force: '.on V ".ator "led
ue of citizen.-
.
.rve a neutr »~
-lit ever seek to be Bouts ier
mi dm re either eneaios or alii-
ertheless, sine of g«

it be ce-
lts pro/ --ion depend upon t.
between th<- sates
itr&l or «
infra . Section 3V m fill i tin in tb
•
'.trailty Lawe$ that it was intend:
ever, cannot even be •olated.
The proposal that authorization be permitted either
before or after service in the foreign armed force, as m
gested by ."r. -hitler, would certainly have put a premium
upon a Tnited States citizen's attempt to second-guess t
future foreign policy of his government, if he was concern
with preserving his nationality. m failure to incorpora.-
this proposal in Station ."; -radicate ress-
il intent not to e
i. Bm Wklsaz
In the case of
-'.ftTQYita v, . |, su^ra, t
i
who had been bom in
States and became a naturalized
went to Israel, and in . vein, slltic
election for the legislative body of Israel, t. :en
he applied for a renewal of niteo
I






it suit for a declaratory Ju % of citi-
zenship, relying not upon obligations of i ;raeli«
aticaaallty,3 but alleein.
vi oth %) I it
and Section 1>
petitioner ®« neither i
ment nor any other prov
grant >w@r t rson of =lti-
zensh: .-e it had been acquire*!, V :>s©
his cit" i vol if
it.""3 ' t was rejecto dstrict
the Court of , which upheld the eon- tonality of
the statute on the basis of Co: ^er to regu-





it u. , \b is
.
. . \ .
i su:.)ra t :'r. JustI





power, express or implied, to t
.-
•. his assei.- This powe
,
be -
..tribute of sovereignty ^ssed
v-
erned by their own constitutions, if any,
rt frr
In our country th<. sovereign
v»r its re"
he people by ta tfieir
rerns
and w« ; never forget that our Constitu-
tio




to iti \Le of their eitizenshl , f\ ether
-.
olatc ff&irs or in the i










In support of its decision, t' jtailed varic
oposals for defining conduct tfkiel
tion which Cc -3, from its earliest
eighteenth century to , had earn ! reject-
discussing the passage of the fourteen' it, t' irt
assented to the proposition ti-
lts enactment was to give >tf to »it£»
zenshlp of », at

granted citi
Court thereupon held primary -ose would be
./arte. /' hoi' . .1-
n of his oifci thout
ceeding to act un&ei
ihe case on ' \% and
rpose of tl ;, the-
-. i x -
to do 550 under '. .aiae of one of its
r.
some instances, loss fan
tection of clti.,'
Citizenship in this Nation is a ; >f
r.
the country and the country is its citi-
;re of o
mt makes it completely incc is
to iiave a r
of citizens temporarily in office c
>f ci* Ir
tizenshl >< e hold that tl 'teent
Aaendaen I *o-









dissent fr -..ty opinion i
Mr. JvwtJ arlan, : '.so for Justice:.,
Stewart and ' -*Mte
,
red to the reat f Peffeff v..
„X> :.\,-C ,» *» that case th. "ourt con-
stitutional the same provision of the Rationality Act of
X9*f0 with wM 1 '. rrovia was concern*- , : vre the Court
that the Congress derived, from its implied power to re,
foreign affairs, the authority to expatriate citizens who
voluntarily perform acts which may be prejudicial to the
foreign relations of the rJhite& State:.;, i
sonably be considered to be 8 dilution of allegiance to the
;es. ^rlty was construed a©
an" ®r" means of
grass could appropriately consider voluntary votin a
foreign political electle >f
that i
i dissenters
unsubstantial" 3 the majority's assertion that \'
was without power, express or implied, to exnat:
cltisen 'without his assent , In addition, ir
with the term "assent'-, :<r. Justice l&rlan point
Inherent ambiguity In the majority opinion. olnt
Kr< Justice BUM siting for the majority stated, "we
with the Chief Justice's dissent In t: £g& ce

Government is without power to ro: .tizen of 1
citizenship under iVoi(e).' ' -.waver, In area
dissent .ief Justice also stated thai




In der i of un&lvi
.Is country. ^hl3
las of -state r
.der c nstitutior
of rncten*, over to
cltlzonshlD, the as tab' ont of that re-
lationship did not impair the that
conduct of a citizen show:
transfer of al :• is an abandonment of
citizenship. ts this the or. -t by
which the citizen may show a vo; ry
abandonment of citizen; .;* action
which he manifests allegiance to a foreign
state may be so inconsistent i the re-
tention of citizenship as to result in
of that status. In recognizing the conse-
enoe of such action, the Government Is
not taking away
to implement its general r<
for, as previously Indicate*' pstat
itizev is Iisnune frota divestment under
these powers, tlather, the C*ov at is
&! ving 2 " recognition to the
inev*. . sequence of the citlsen , s own
vc"' .nder of his citiz ' **»
The Chief Justice neverthelf- vtmml l*«atj
by asserting that the fact of voting In a for
election was insufficient
•;izen; { at (t
. idlvided allc
certainly imply aeceptan-- 1* therefoi :m
of a loss of citizenship without the

the majority opinion in Afrovlff t taken as a whole, o
hardly be construed as rting such a power on t art
of Congrer.
trther ambiguity was revealed in the majority's
use of the word "voluntary '* • fin example may be seen "le
statement, » holding does no sore than to give to this
citizen that which is his own, a constitutional right
remain a citizen in a free country unless he vc rily
If that citizenshi in te: ft tlie
-ase "without hi t", the ly
mean ''intention- the other 1th
the approving reference to the Chief Justice's d t in
Fqroz > ''voluntary" can be construed as describing the un-
coerced cossmission of an act which is presume law to be
expatriative because of its derogation of undivided alle-
giance. As observed by Mr. Justice Harlan
t
hatever the Court's position, it lias
assumed that voluntariness is here
term of fixed meaning: in fact, of course,
it lias been employed to describe both a
'specific intent to renounce citizenship,
and the uns-
-ission of an act
conclusively deemed by to be a reli
quishment of citizenshi i. .rt
?leates irlt






»rt of, and ai filing, its decision, nnectlon
with statements made in to t' of
ourteent licate a ta
that Con Ml without r to expatriate uawllli.
citizens, it was observed I coaraents by no
represent* onsensus on the issue and ti key are
deductions vised on constitutional
have since been abandoned. These pre: stemmed from the
Jeffersonlan contention that a citlzenshl
rived primarily from his State, and only from the Fader.:
Government through his State. Since Congress could not
control allegiance to the State government, a man perforce
remained a citizen of the "faited States while he was a citizen
of a State, .ler this view, Congress would indeed possess no
power to expatriate an unwilling eitii owever, the doctrine
Itself did not survive. In addition, cc oraneous with the
passage of the Fourteen »asur<
which in fact reveal tl 1 -Ives
with the power to citizens.
In response to the assertion by the major!*
irteenth Amendment establishes Congress* inabili
triate a citizen without his consent, the dissent r
tliat the clause defining citizenship was tm I in t
/amendment only to declare unreserved""
freed Negroes were citizens, and thus of

the Dred Scott, rther, itizensh :e
would unequiv. to r, 'trine ite
the right of clti;
ia t; 7 debate. . :cr, I Pti
Court's assertion that the cl -3d to dc.
oS9 if authority to «*W .tfl] ,!«« *
Ith regard to dicta relied upon by the rity from
the cases of 0,s,
l
b,qrn, £. ttfik ££ && "M,W SSfiifift5 ' A*
Wgd Stefan x- -&S& LLi 4HT3 th® dissent reveals that they





&1 Osborn . Chief Justice Marshall stated:
jjftift naturalized cltizeip becomes a
member of the soeiet >ssassing all
the rights of a native citizen, and
standing, in view of the constitution,
on the footing of a native,
stitution does not authorize C
to enlarge or abridge those r!





In quoting fro; &t
f,?he issues in that case were wheth
raon bom i iaited
Inese aliens citizen of t
:tates and whether, nev -s,
m coul
'lusi. ^t
first held that within of t'
B
a citizen of th






terms and pur * ifl ad that It
declares to .
sequence either of birth or of aa l-
thus ser t the
both to overtur
'de a foundation for
In this fashion it effectiv
that -ndnient's pro;
subsequently be with those for
whom it was principally 1;. &d« it
nothing in the history ^es, or lan-
-ige of the clause sir b it forbids
resa in all cirauastanecs to w
the cit: uiwllling oltiflH
To the contrary, it was expected, m I 14
now be understood, to leave
,:>erty to expatriate a citizen^
:ion is an *.te JjSi&/QXtW3±B<
of r otherwise - m to resa ?
. . v:.l if t
.tion i
ar-. tituticr
other relevant omm ':*. r.
nor provide:; t ri-
are, for ;r-




Congress' powwra by 1 snattf
not pro -'j ere
CI. additional, 4 $
restriotla
-islativ. m
coi. :tion no. n the
use rests, in the last on
i Court's faqtq jy4t y evlnci:. ,-e,
it ;ite apparent, than t .?-
ity's for the e:
I believe that
and on Its authority would Jiffinc the ' :nt
of the Court of kppm





the ei erez v. :3rownelI «
constitute owered to le. tt the exp&tr >f
citizens who, 3rced, perform acts i y reaso; .
be considered a diminution of their to t
States and which may be prejudicial tc 3t oi'
affairs . Such power was held to derive from Con, Li -
plied, yet inherent, authority to re be the natior
foreign relations; expatriation was considered to be
the 'ample scope' of the necessary and proper means of effec-
tuating this authority.
h« majority of the is in 7ej»e;g r*
power to regulate foreign affairs did not ,jive t
a qar.tje blenche tc
furte* ;;ed, *'3lnc-.
a rational ne tust «
er in Co .". the *a of
power into execution. In reason:
3ted between voting in a for
ress' pout* over foreign affairs, th*:
:l2en*s action ?say, ever. . wittic roaote I
conduct in I to the interests o' :t.
addition, his actions may be regard*
raent of a foreign country to be the actions of his gover

or an expression of Its policy.
'The critical connection between this
conduct and loss of citizenship is the
fact It is the possession of km&t
ig the act
that :>he act potentially embarrassing
to the American Government and pregnant with
the possibility of e '.ling this count




conduct, not irrat! ;/, as
only something le
swerving c




course, as the ?e
,
rez majority ed, i
>nduct which results in expatriation must be en
voluntarily. is did not mean, however, that to lose citi-
aenship the person "must intend or desire to do so. In
support of its position the Court cited the cases of
*tofift«nffta z* iteii61 «* Sftyormsn *• iM£a& $fa%$ *her
in the plaintiffs, both of whom were women, were held to have
lost their citizenship throu tish subject,
and marriage to an Italian subject and tubs sation














The recognition of a x eat for a "m .
nexus 5 '<$en the r to I i fore ffair
the conduct sought to be regulated would seen to ,e the
fear, expressed by Mr, Justice las in a s< te dl
sentlng opinion filed in Perez . that acc<- sf Cong-
ional power to expatriate for certain activities embarrass*
to foreign affairs could result in its being infinite
tended to reach any conduct disfavored by government, even
politico" it* dissenting opinion,





dual citizen's assent — he must :is
intention to shed his 'Jhited States citizen
In support of his opinion la
stated?
up landsarl: decision on e
is Perkins v.. {!*, -e
Chief Justice fc
.
The emphasis of that opinion is th
ion is the v
tion or of nat:: Lty an
allegiance. ' 1&. , at 33^.
1 decision bree'
tradition. It allows Cor.

ioua act
*< tation' of cit.tr
iuel
natio; -ore, the petitioner, Iter* . **
been born In the -totted m of Swedish pare




ln| the ago of majority, she returned to the
"he Intent to remain and to
tes citizenship. The question was whether or not she had
lost her "totted States citizenship, so that she was subject
station, by virtue of the naturalization Conventic
and Protocol of between the Inited States and Sweden
and her parents* resumption of their Swedish eifcii
Cooft held that upon her birth in the United States t.
petitioner baoaise a Waited States citize
continue unlesa J*
: thrc of a of
«fl -
'..-• T by voluntary
5c
legal prin
( emphasis suppl le
:
In holding that her right of election was preserved,
..d effectiv raised it in favor of United
\vtes citizenship, the Court st:

a loss of that citizenship
in the absence of treaty or statute
1&&&& %M% effttrt» there i be
vo .n-
It
is control an-. • during minority Is
su ****
Bint of nationality and e It
this cc - of a
cion -
right of
r does the 31k relied upon
Justice is, not deal with the i .rt
in Peres . but tl language there employed to ef
Justice Hughes intimates some I Pt for the £©£ . ajorl
position, "owhere does the case state t" anot
provide that certain conduct voluntari"
citizen will result in expatriation, and that, even without
an expression of intent on the part of the individual,
uncoerced conduct say be considered as a "voluntary renuncia-
tion or abandonment of nationality and allegiance
.vision in Perez £. ... >fra «
»i« ' Mm x« Sift*
on the og butioj
Section VC1 of the Nationality &©t c




3V) (& . of th
frora the KNM ! con.
or dishonorable discharge fr • od serv
The Tros case,
5 to ^ majority,





that even if it did, the st Ion w«
found that the object of the statuv
additional punishment for desertion in
it resulted in statelessness for the indivi.
m of status in the e.
held to be a





and the war egress.
invalidation of the ,te, 3
in composing th t,
Harlan and Clark, long he

majority lo Perez » dissented in l£c adhered to t".
view that I ill & 3ss the power of expatriation,
and found no viol? .ridment or lack of
rational nexus between the statute and Congressional war
powers
.
'?& decision rendered on the same day as Perez
&nd Tro;> was "ishi'-awa v.. MUM. concerned
of citizenship through service in foreign armed fore*. tar
71
Section V>l(c) of the Nationality Act --re, the
majority of the Court led by :(r. Chief Justice Warren, i
not reach the constitutionality o tt», ruling in-
stead that the government had the burden of pro** he
voluntariness of service in ."oreir. ad fc :lear,
convincing and unequivocal evidence' ' once the if .-f &ur
: b^en injected into the case by the citizens! :t.
The court ruled that the government had not sustained its
burden in this case, stating!
Thless voluntariness is put in issue,
the Government makes its case si by
proving the objectiv ;riatl >t«
.; here petitioner showed he un-
scripted in a totalitarian country to
whose conscription law, with its pern
sanctions he was subject, Th" ^.tely
injected the issue of voluntariness fxnd
required the Government to sustain its
burden of proving voluntary conduct '.
clear, convincing and unequivocal evidence.
• Government has not sustained that bur-
den on this record. The fact that petitioner
potest end did not s< id of

'for all that appears, would have been
in vain — does not satif.
stan&ar . .,.. The
ent's only affirmative evidenc
was that petitioner vent to Japan at a
time when he was subject to conscriptic
concurring opinion Joined in
by Kr. Justice their la
that Congress load I
..
ishing those who shirk their duties as
: tizens or xr
Nations with forei it
citizen.
In Pt of orlty of '
decision, Justi- irter an
f
%
an Individ'. ve tl a of provi.
g state of mind, sine© he "is orify
an ambiguity in ' -leaning of outward It,
however, that where conduct is perfor
law of a country to which he is subject, t: -/eminent anon
be charged with proof that the citizen's conduct was not !
response to that command, but was the yt of hi direc-
tion.
In dissent in "ishikava . Justices 3 an &.M
expressed the belief that the majority had
I possible tl ;-t to
ve that the expatri-v L s voluntax* r,

36
convincing and unequivocal evi<~ a m the operative
facts were peculiarly within the possession of the citizen-
ship-claimant, they felt that he be required to show
involuntariness. The dissenting Justi Iso felt that the
issue of constitutionality was foreclosed by Perez « and dis-
agreed with the emphasis placed by th«: yrlty upon con-
scription i
t!To permit conscription wit. tore to
» if
it does not largely nullify, t:
(e ).
of the statute all those serving in for
than their conscription, the Court is attri-
;ericans who served in such ar:
do so with impunity. There is n
basis for such a restrictive interpretation,
the t i of ".
passed, conscription and not voluntary <
llstment had b«
raising armies throughout tl >rld, and 1
n har e doubted that
aware of this fact. In view of this bac"
ground it ii to as:
Congress Intended the result reached by
the Court, a result plainly inconsistent
with the even-handed administration of
iVOlCc). reover, the very terms of the
section, which refer to both \d
•serving in 1 foreign arrced forces, ar
odds with such an int




Btion 3**9(a){" f tlu. .riation




and serv'.~ , to c sory
service lavs was statute* o raise
tion that departure or absence from the i was for
the purpose of evading or avoiding military training and
service. In another 5 to ^ decision, Mr. Justice Goldberg,
speaking for the Court, held that the provision was plainly
intended to be punitive and, as such, was unconstitutional
since it failed to provide for the iural safeguards of
due process guaranteed by t: Ftti and Sixth Amendments.
In a concurring opinion, Justices Douglas and Black reiterat




m raising of b,
sent, Mr. Jttstli
the statute con
The next case 'Tart concerning fcjfa
expatriation provisions of 1 saigw ' at




residence for t ' the i
of his foraer national'
of birth. Jtr. JTuutic >rity of
five Justices, he: I t tin
invalid since it .ted an -tion
between native born I
ation which was vio: Lee
3nnan did not par-' m
the report at his son he. he
ease as counsel on the Dlstr.
Cour
s case inv
.eld to have lost hie
in th, I fore-






all ... olaii ,.. that
%"'
'




we f " -
ar-
we are constrained "tef the si
it r. , ¥*,
to affirm the determination
nion of
torlet
.o abstention of :-'r. Justice
is particularly significant, ''wile Karl .led that
expatriation would result in cruel and unus -uilshment
(presi ./ because it would make him a statelet i)
in violation of th. .lendraent, a position which was
sustained in m :.rallty opinion in
-UM» ap^a.
it should be recalled that ae
balance in that case by concurring on the grount be






, Justice 3renn*: 1 in hi: at
he had *MMI felt doubts of the correctness of Porv .
Joined. *** He further indicated belief that t
never ; sion power t.
where its exercise was intrinsieall
to the solution of seri. i
nationality.' tiee ;ld have joined

majority In V&r)
unwilling cit on the basis of hit is
entirely speculative. In any event, he had apparent:
adopted the contrary view e of the decision in
Afroylm v.
, IflBEfrl there he joined in a five man major-
ity comprised of Hhief Justice v/arren and Justlc
Douglas and Portas, In addition to I f« le did not ft
a separate opinion in the case.
the Affroyip ease, the adherents of what has been
called "the absolute view' ave prevailed 1: dt
Dwer of striate on | citizen.
This vli nsistently nd
Douglr a result only ft
.out | irate c.c tion Of t:
cit t. tion
of the law of expatria', a Court stands for t:
proposition that a citi: -xy only be dive: Li citizen-
shl unequivocal, Intentional act of re .tion on ft
part'
;
ress is without power to order
intent is the k.eyi without as expression of that intent to
contrary, citizen;- >ecomes an indelible heritage
"It has come ful3. circle froa the comon~lt
doctrine that all is immutable ss
the sovereign ends it, to a conclusion
citizenship is impregnable 2 3t any act"




1 though specifically applieai *-
tory provision prescribing expatriation for voting la
foreign political election, with its sweeping 1^ ;e
AfroYita would, by implication, strike down all other sta-
tutory provisions calling for unwilling expatriati r
specific acts, ""decisive as this language cay wn
ever, its i rters mix? have on"
day. e long and hft#&»fought dc"
ional power illustrate that the "abac", t
silver- -ccep*; tn ju&ici: .nion.
in the composition of the reme Court could forete'A
different result. I lifioant for what feature decisions a
hold is the fact that of the five sian majority in Affiqy^ t
only three retaain on the 1. . .vnoh*

IE££& Voluntary _^_ ^ »TO i& ^ESl.,
rosion of the Constitutional 3asie stien
3** 3) of the Lamigratie- .tion&lity
it of
Afroyiin, the dec is 5.on of the »•
nfined to the resolution of the act -ago and controw
before it. Beyond that they could not jo. b the
majority opinion c. Justice Black did not Lly
state that Section V01(e) of the 19 : t was unc: tt*»
tional, the opinion did state, ''Peres v. Browne!! is
ruled, "** Perqa had railed that Soetio-
tutional. >hile constitutional Issues are normally resolv
in specific language, the specific oven* erej^ do-.
effectively declare the statu-: ^revision I
stitutional. the law t issue nay be
deemed resolve:
veiling beyond the actual scope of qfp&r.
a more difficult question is presents
"hat is the effect of .,frovist on other
lotion 3*t9(a) which have not yet hem r unconstitutl.
by the rono Court?" These statutory proviso
still stand as law. Nevertheless, the sweeping of
'.iroTitr. v.* ^usk . supra * clearly reveals th=
negation of the power of Congress to prescribe grounds for
expatriation? inansiu Constitution has not

**3
conferred such a power upon
it Is a power reserved to the -aider the
nent. r implication, then, all other provisions of t
of nationality statute are str * of a f
mental lack of power in Congress, saving only those provisions
concerning expatriating acts whie <arly reveal an intent!
to divest oneself of citizens!!
$h a defect certainly extends to Section 3M?(a)(3) of
the 195S Act, prescr the loss of citir for m pr-
ized entrance and service in the
country. Considered In ft* a 1
tion of the law In Affrovl -
»ax to be constitutionally unenforceable. It is t
interpretation which has so alienated th from
the 'Jnitecl States In view of the service ait eel
citizens In the armed forces of Israel. will be di -
cussed below, an act of Congress may not be held to be unc
stltutional by implication. r±o strike down the expre
of Congress hy the extension of what arts to be
principle (albeit it may indeed be 1 extension), t
to accord the legislative power adequate deference as a coo**
dinate branch of government tinder the Constitution.
ttorney General's Opinion on the Effect
General of the :%ii

Anion concerning the effect of Afrovlin on the vali ot
expatriation provisions, other than those relating to votl.
in the iHEiigration and Nationality Act of ' >inion
fails to indicate a complete appreciation of the Court's
decision in .froviRi — ress lacks the power to expa-
triate an unvllli tat citizenship may only be
lost throu •. ntional r* »t of it. It dwells,
instead, on what act; be held to constltui ry
rolls. ' it'" of citiz*. volua
went- bion, but
could include «
declared exp&tri&tive. As I ••.ted above, t;
tary" has been susceptible of a twofold Interpr:
versus fTuncoer<* ^t
contribute to clarity In this in; -';torn<-
General acknowledged that, "the ultimate determination of
the effect of Afrovia li a matter for the court; ' .&
Lnlon nevertheless purports to rule on the decision's effect
for administrative purpose :er the authority of Section
103(a) of the 1 ' at section of the Immlgratle
.tionalit rovides that the AttODB
all natters of in&e? the Act iontr.. .
not, however, tome















:;nt in the ". forces of an "al!i< yitry*'
was el -erised as nnot necessarily 1 " evident M&t
to abandon C&iti '-.ates citisenshi Thus* it retains
for a: ithorities to m case
minatlon as to whether m Individual lias "volunt- • relia*
ished M his citizenship, bearing in mind that voluntary
relinquishment is not limited to written renunci ut
may be manifested by actions deened expatriate
-. if they are in derogation of :ice to 1 -ited
States. It that whil.
short of r
mere 1 jatioi
appreciate the full import of
.
the Colore rev t »•
\ tmmt i on the ®££<w
| ^sition on the effect of jfcQy.l - Q to I of
the Attorney General was announced by
ate in a statement which was circulated as an offi
sent in the "ihited nations by the Perraanen resentative of

lilted ©tober
,learning -0(3) by I-
more precise ation of 'Svorlm t
• "srnlng the eirc aces
under whi Lr
ited States citlz< -ot«d
rts as cases
•? cons icier -
on it; i is is
because r : dec is 1:
of the "lilted States cour
th Itlze a not
automatical?. it fay perfor
certain acts, i r~
eign array. Loss he
inte ' indiv
tionv
Arab Republic to the lilted Nat lor.
have learned t concer
ast it of the orfj
nlted States
"v r#v tt Cbi^
ccr
-.tain their fawr
even If they beco;
enlist In its arcied for .
that American citi




giving ! Meal, ©co-
aid to Israel
agairr tab oounti
oonsc - r a ne :-'









ic. . tisens t
fl- ainst the
entering this - • *, the TJhitec- at
Representative stated In hi :.te& rel
want tc e it perfeu
the speculation that l .
•vernment is eoesehow enc r~
leans to serve in armev
is absolute^ ition. . »
.
res id: •
t and elsewhere may
to induction for



























mjtel -»f the allegata.
foilowe- Apartment of
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a certain 8®n&® of frustration on t rt of
officials in deal: m% sensitive tkroblem in t
relations. n.iile ection 3**9(a)(3) of -t r«m
statutory law, its foundation
,
and eiiforeencnt
of futility. .tltufi' evidenced in the Stftt •%*
me ry pro*
therefore , unan. ' 3.
'.iiion, v; 3® by case
of voluntary relin ..-lent of citir- of
acts
tills extent, ositions of I
branch of government are nt. .'kile t;
»ent approach does not i to t
apprehensions concerning initc nteir,
Israel
, II U: =sent
It ac }f vbu







Hoy considerations to be extrv as
of Issue . "ar fr at
fo::- ' tixen Join Xssrae -es,t;
eaa© repre.
,
.Instead, the cur, .ie vl






of the Federal leg :a
3 titution the f tlie
leally delected; those powers nc
to the Sta*
-re reserve tes
or to the people under the Tent' it,
Constitution doe ;eder<

Government the power to determine the grounds on which a
citizen may be expatriated ? yet It is equally true that
certain powers are Inherent In the Federal Governs I the
voice of a sovereign nation in the world community of sover-
eign nations, ne of these Inherent powers is, indeed, tl
power to regulate foreign relations. 'tor:/- of
Constitutional development i \ been one
of expansion of power in t I area,
expansion has h^en accompanied by deliberation
some of it controversial. So it Is in the
legislation of expatriation.
In determining an Issue of constitute law t
Justices of the Supreme Court are call'. 3D to Interpret
the language and purposes of that fundamental law in arriv
at what they conceive to be its dictates. If, in t ion
of a majority of Justices, an act of ress conti the
principles of the Constitution, that act Bust be if
"he right to declare a law unconsti-
tutional arises because an act o
cress relied upon by one or the other
of such /adverse litigants, parties In
deter i Ing their rights is in
flict with the fundamc
ercise of this, the -tant
and deliea .ty of this court,
to it s
sory power over t. s,
but becau' of t its
in justlola~'<
the court to choose 1 the funda-
mental law and a la*.; *orting to

•'enacted wi^: jonstitutio
ity, but in fact r dele-
g; .o the legislative branch of the
/eminent.
In declaring an act of unconst:'
it is not controller n the Supreme Court that
in question was prompted by reasons of great merit or not.
The foreign policy implications are extr s to the issue
when confronted with a constitution rtilbition of Federal
power, en Federal power is found to be 1 cer-
tain area, the Necessary and Proper e perforce has no
field within which it can operate in that arc It is this
aspect of the decision in Afrovitn y.. Rusl been mis-
construed by the Arab nations.
rtalnly the opinions of indv fustic i . my
differ !ly as to the mandates of the Constitution as
-lied to t' ob of r,
contest over power to 1 30
Illustrates* In an area of law as -tation
expatriation has proven to be, the comment of Mr. Justice
that the decision in /frovlm re nts -little mor© . .
.
the present majority^ own distaste for the expatriat. r,' ?
strikes a note of particular valid! 4 e div
occur, however, represent differing concepts of our
law and the social compact upon which it is founded: they do
not reflect a choice of differing fort .>als.

•ttonary International Law
^hdrawal of nationality by the unilateral act of
a State, and resultant statelessness, is a well known occur-
rence in public international law. The right to deprive a
person of its nationality is a right v inheres in a
te by virtue of its sovereignty and exists virtually
untrammelled. Expatriation in the sense iti-
zenship existed la connection
isures of banishment I ilnetc-
century deprivation of nal I ®ost ce
ciated with penal measure.. -*onser ; of conviction
for certain crimes^^ ent, on a comparative basis
it is possible to discern varic ^oun&s for denationali-
sation and modes of effectuating it which are common to niany
systems of municipal law? there is, ver, no unifo-
practice in tills regard.
number of ids for denationalir
tion have been created which are common
to many systc .though one cannot
oak of unifor islation. Moreover,
legislation varies ttom country to country
I to whether loss of nationality v&v
automatically, by operation of law, ft
a certain act or conduct (which :. "so
consist of an omission, e.g., re to
register with a diplomatic or consular
re :ve), or whether a deci ,:
a judicial or admlnis':
Ithin different State

"varies to the extent of for
automatic loss of nationality on eerti
rounds (for Instance, entry into for
military service) and for deprivation by
an individual act of y on other
ids (such as disle t). Hlw
The existence of thll -er of unilateral wit
of nationality by .te natural" .ves rise to t tr©
of statelei sr-
ious consequences in cases of mass
a mass denationalisation occurred ft
Bolshevik revolution when Soviet legis provided for
loss of nationality by nationals resit?
posed, or who were considered as
liar mas3 denationalization occurred as the result of t.
racial policies of Nazi Germany when German Jews residi.-
abroad were deprived of their nationality by virtue c
ordinance. The decisions of raunic':. .courts as to whether
such foreign denationalizations will be given effect within
their jurisdictions have been varied? in some Inst* a
determinative criterion has been whether the forum si;
recognized the expatriating sta
In Great Britain and tv
', of denatlonal:T
ase of :>t;0ecv v.
Division held that a former ob-
tained discharge of his "tty, had resided in

land without obtain.!- nation, a- &#»
deportation in 3 turned to (tar to n ? was
not a .an nati srty i bed ir
'itain was subject to charge under t: id Tr-- >f
Peace following -/oriel Ha*
stated
:
..opon c .er&tion of the arguments
Pressed ' the statutory enact-
ments before referred to, I hold t
condition of less person .'.
condition unre- ted by the municipal
law of this country. ... Whether a perse
is i tional of a country must be deter-
by the municipal 1 ->untry.
-on this I thin': text writers are
reed. It would be stran re it other-
wise. How could th<. of
-land determine that a person JJ&
tional of German, It etermlna
for th« oses of
a person . to fc ition?
of Germany, or shi vreated as if he
were a nat : t tha'
not constitute hi
if he a i-





» « £&« 12. .
former 'ustri&n national livir
not to have aequii by vi *i
absorption of Aust -much as h
-.stria at the time an war agreed to accept na-
tionality, g a stateless person, Sefawa f was not
len subject to internment under a 'Jhited States statute.
>
irt stated that even if I obtained m
citizenship by virtue of the cation, he would have lost
it by virtue of the 19*fl law dena-.. \ Jews living
abroad. The court opined further?





case in the field - ItiMi
,1
nation to "raine for itsi
accord! its i
laws, . clasi
be entitled to its c
Primer* .?e to ience
of statelessness, various writers have atte ' to establish
the existence of : of intern v restricting
right of St Ithdraw national.it berallv.





the present . . of interr

her the ill «t denationalisation
rith international li
view' that it aaoroac ts of
the individual fi Pt in the rales
of internatl LS
not inadmissible under tional xa\
though it nay be considered undesiratL
The long-ostablished doctrine that indi-
viduals have no rights under the existing
law of nations is subject to challenge
today, but it can hardly be maintained
that there are any rights attributed to
indiv' s by present international law
Lea are infringed by dena. isation
as such. The objections raised against
loss of nationality by unilateral act of
the State only, or even only against de-
nationalisation on specific grounds, are
inconsistent also because, for the purpose
of judging the admissibility of denational-
isation under international lav, the me-
thods and grounds of loss of nationality m
according to municipal law are immaterial.
•
3, International Action -coting Statelessness
Over the years numerous attempts d« to
create internatiotv v governing loss of nationality throu;:
the conclusion of bilateral treaties and multilr men-
tions on the subject. Of great importance in this regard is
the work of the Hague Conference for the Codification of
International Law of 193C athough the Committee on Nation-
ality was unable to formulate any generally recognised prin-
ciples upon which nationality might be obtained or lost,
the Convention Concerning Certain Questions Relating to t IT?
Conflict of Nationality m %
llk and three Protocols thereto,
Which were adopted at the Conference, generally reflect an

effort to ©Hair s-
ness. Articles 1 and 2 of t: Lon, nevertheless,
concede the traditional right of a State to determine its
it &
own nationals. lie upholding this traditional right,
the Conference was nonetheless aware of the difficulties
which unilateral State action with regard to nationality
questions could create, and, In the Final Act of the Hague
Conference, Sections I-VTII (13 March-12 April 1930), the
following recorsmendation was mad<
I.
"The Conference 1 f of
the opinion that it Is very desirable
should, In the ©xerc
of their power of regulating ions
of m ility. e every effort to
reduce so far as possible cases of
statelessness,
! that the League of Nations
should continue the wor
it has already undertaken for the
>se of arriving at an intern
tloh&l settlement of this rtant
matter.
: action was taken pursuant to this recommendation
by the League of Nation'
-
owever, contemporaneous with t
drafting of the "Ihiversal Declaration of ights, in
19*+7 the United Nations Commission on
Resolution on Stateless Persons in w it urged that %
rIhited Nations make r Midfttlo&s to «ra-
Ing the co Ion of conver

of stateless perse a 7 their .1 and social
protection and their :;atlo- Ilowi. is
resolution of the o t thi ft-
tions Econ-
neral t< study of i
receipt of t: rt,11 .ttod an , , to
prepare a draft r-. tion on the subject, -»rdingly, o
11 August 3 -nomic and Social C
resolution 32 , entitled Resolution on Proviso
'.atins to the Problem of Statelessness, u »*
recosnmendations , invited States?
J
.„.to ' le sympathetica'
cations for natural I zati< tted by
stateless persons habitually r
their territory and, if r to
re-exaraine their natio:
view to redu i as far as possJ im
number of cases of
by the operation of • •
•solution 3" ^ther requested the Interr;
ti i Commission I -.ft
internatic m or convent io: tion
of statslsssne* i fehis r »4 to
during its third session in nterr i -
mission had previously selected the I of "nati<-
inoludlng statelessness" t ttbjoot for codification at its
first session la 19 lf9, but no spec' ?.iori';-.
t its fourth se. , la 1952, the Commission

discussed a votfl
prepare?: tsial ortour on the t
ison. .lowing this discussion th< lisslv- 3ted
the newly appointed >rteur,
prepare draft conventions on the and on th.
ination of future state!
*
-iderati
fifth session. Two draft conventions, one on the elimina-
tion of future statelessness, and another on the reduction
of future statelet , were adopted by the Coram!" at
the fiftli session in 1953? « ' transmitted to Governments
IPO
for comment.*
ft*#n i-nments submitted their eomaen' ft» the
whole, of these Stat tion of
t»*6 in the ''re- :>n oc
"elimination convention'', i
most consistent with t )n »
In particular, there was objection to t: itatlon 02
of a State's right to deprive an individual of it: tty
through unilateral action if the Individ-
rendered stateless. As stated in the *« *»t
legation of Australia to the USoited Nation d
appear to be out of the { Ion that a person
to escape deprivation solely because I *«* nation-
llty in lition U ttrall
dian Government states, in W of t«

for internal Affairs dated X June I95*n tt is not t .t
that statelessness should be avoided at all costs and t
Ian Government rfo • reluctant to i right
to deprive disloyal, naturalized citizens of their Canadi?
nationality by way of penalty."
1 nioa of the
Tptian Government was set forth in a Note from its
nent Delegation to the United Nations*.
• ant doer
of nation
it considers t' lt
authority le on
Its inter » it
social structure.
;herlands Government to tlon
interpreted as an ^unintended restriction'' on the arti- ***•
tailinc or denying a State's right tc
nationality, but they did not concur that the right tc
of nationality, even with resulting statelessne:-.
disallowed in all cases
i
s regards this article /ErtlAl«JLj
eventually Arti In fin if£/,
the Tletherlan i nvernment 3 Lse
prefer the I ' draft /ti Auction
convention as the stringent provision
that States are not alio. rive




or cont e servi r'
hibition of their Stat* .

th-
aity" Irar>: la miction
of the articl -nt
:eat to •
bifl also applies to i draft,
as In man" driest ~« certainly
In the Netherl of
nationality on t enter-.
or cont In the service of a xor-
msld«
sure but rather the & -£
fact that the person concerned as £sig/
evinced ;ree of loy fore-
e which is in his
original nationality
=
In -te from the Dhited States Mission to the 'nit-
Nations, dated 20 April 19?+ » the Init atea Government
expressed its doubts as to the desirability of dec
the subject of statelessness by international convention.







is a question wh..
or reduction can best
through the of an intern
convention, concluded
work of the United nations or I
.late legislatlv- tn&i-
vernments ta>.
recommendation of some organ o
ited nations.
th respect to the draft Article /, <
ate f s right to deprive of nationality "by way -nalty",
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the 'Silted States Note conti.
'This article, as It v
convention, is la
vates laws,
•vide for deprivation of natioi
r way of penalty" f ti
ther such deprivation re
dual stateless, in m
be cited treason, desertion ft
evasion, With regar
Da: of artic
. on t. dp*
•dessness, there i
ates Ju-






as examples of grc
ality £LmZ2l penalty * the Gtait
the status of the seven other grc
under Section 3*+9 (a) of the Xamlgr&tio
of . 12? It caay indeed be
IS
among them unauthorized service in a foreign
and voting in a foreign political election,
2
stitute deprivation of national! -. ialty, but* rather,
simply ascribe certain consequences logically ^on
certain acts, committed without coercion b,




evasion are all offenses proscribed and punished u
other statutory provisions — i the ... >ss
of nationality constitutes a unishse or
the offense. The remaining seven grounds under
3^9(a) do not giv
those sev
can be con .
outside the limitation ir
expatriate by article 7 of the draft convent!" ®r ttt
an interpretation, t \ited Stat« • ad retain -over
to expatriate I f unilaterr
It was just such - bieh the Ketherl; "kmm
iaent sought to avoid by its proposal to dele
'by way of penalty".
its sixth session in 195** the Internatic
Commission discussed the observations of Govemme
redrafted some of the articles of both the elirainatic
the reduction conventions on t
In kt i its esscnt!
'
for the Convention on I
forbade the deprivation,
of .Ity or on any other
would result in an individual be
raft Convention on t
'J
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selessness ;.tted a State to deprive a natural!;
person of his nationality because of residence in his
country of origin for a period specified by the law of the
naturalizing State, and also permitted the denationalisation
of any nationals who voluntarily entered or continues
the service of a foreign country in disregard of an expre*
prohibition of their State.' ©privation of nationality w
way of penalty or on any other ground" was prohibited when
statelessness would result except in the two specified in-
stance s. 3$
ice some states had indicated their preference for
the reduction convention while others had expressed no prefer-
ence, the Commission decided to subalt both draft conventions
to the General Assembly in order that that body co lm
whether preference should be given to one or ' r.
drafts were discussed in the Gener; " :bly's Sixth (
Committee during the 19j*fr Session. The otee determined
that "the time was not rip© ,? to discuss the substance of the
conventions, and that the positions of Member States on ti
matter were not sufficiently ascertained. On the basis of t
"xth Committee's Report, the General Assembly, by Resolution
6 (IX) of *f December 195^, expressed a desire for the ec
venlng of an international conference for th« *>se of con-
cluding a convention on either the reduction or the elimination
of future statelessness as soon as twenty States communicated

to the :,'ecretary-General their willingness to co-operate
in such a confers
-*,ar the lapse of almost five years, till ::ed
Nations Conference on the .tion or *tion of Future
Statelessness convened at Geneva fW 99h to 1 fil
1959 with thirty five states participate .& Conference
adopted the International Law Commission's draft Convention
on the Reduction of Future Statelessness as the basis for
its discussions and formulated provisions for the reduction
of statelessness at birth. There was no agreement, however,
as to the limitation on the freedom of States to deprive in-
dividuals of their nationality in cases where to do so won
render them stateless. Accordingly, the Conference reconvened
In t?ew York from 15 to agust 1961, with the participation
of thirty States, and adopted a Convention on the Reduction
of Statelessness. The Convention was opened for si tfi
from 30 August ***« *°*«e two
years after the date of the .nstruaent of
ratification or accession with the Secretary-General.
Convention has not yet come into force. 13^ Articl
Convention prohibits in broad terms V ..vation of nation-
ality on ''racial, ethnic, religious or political groi-
however, it is Article 8 which deals essentially wit* right
of a Stat* to deprive a person of its nationality,

















Ing in Its nati
(a) that, inooi
ty to fcl
(i) has, In t
ibltlon by
rendered or coatis -'-
vices to, or received or co.
receive
or
(11) has aonduetc -mer
serious*
ests of
(b) that the person has taken >r
made
to anot! a, or
dence at
h. Sontrac ate si .'
war o










of States In natter; -?•
However, even if the '••&
venti • ' 'on
and Nationality tot, forh orlzed servi-- -r-
eign armed forces, would
in Article f rapfe 3

tide 15 of the T =niv<. >n of llajaan
Rights enunciates a right to a nationality
"1. Everyone has th© right to
national i'
2. No on© shall be arbitral
deprived of his nation.:
nor denied the right to
change his nationality* v ~3;>
This Declaration, adopted by resolution of t Ited
Nations General Assembly on 10 December stands for
a pronouncement of basic human rights and freedoms serves
to a standard of achieved for all r ».«« not
binding international agreement or a e t nation of exist:
international law, the 'Silversal declaration possess* !oral
force in th© world at large which grows In st:- iever
reference is made to its terms an a source of tioa or
guidance.
In proclai a standard the right c. .oryon.
have a nationality th© 'Jhlversal Dec ;lon seeks to 1«
the human suffering - or at a minimum, the hardshl th
confronts those persons who must exist without the protection
of any 3tate and who may enjoy rights and pa
sufference In the country where they are sojoumin or
8S
A «VAd
traditional c ve be«n t!
subjects of international t is te
which has capacity to sue in an international tr >r
which has the power to protest thro
Jhile these traditional m tfl haw been challenged in f




foremost protection for the individual in the Int<
it ftw
If iave bef Jivid
own - either he ha© been re
vicissitudes, c:
and of his parentage, y, »•
been determined on the basis of
:
torlal concept, the luj, soli , or or.
allty of the parents - a personality co.
,
a child born in territory which recognize ..£
aanimlnls isively, of parents whose
exclusively to the J.UJ, soli . would be
Yet, in enunci-
n&tio liversal
denial of the right of
of IJ,
1 be arbitral -

(emphasis t
the f of th be a*9&*daj
qua- isal of Its signiflean-
In f is bo-- a intttnftUqfttiL i£LL &£
the Ivl^-ats q£ "Ian * 31* Heree resse.
vietion that there existed j irlc- ;:trated
for a elect of the fundamental rights of
to the cour tit
f the








is ejor© t} vital part of t
of peace. It Is
.nt.
as that ,t
urgent after declarations of war as
-ice tter of
histor: interest and after the effective
•>f var has be
t it is
except \?i : frar
jer of the us-
eiety of
Re for a statement
ovled

the ^>3 of the Organisation of th< s,
as contained in th als, was t
fulfilled, Lautc :t for a Internatian.- 11 of
the Rights of Kan. Artie;. f this Internet ill
conferred a right to a nationalit
very person shall b© entitled to
nationality of t
a is bom unless and until on attain-
derity he declares for the nation-
ality open to hi& by virtue of descent.
shall be depriv is
nationality by way of p-inishmtnt or
deemed to have lost his nationality
except concurrently with the r
sition of r nationalit:*
,
" thiS KFti
ality to all a-
dition r ised I
Xfea i it is th:: te of which he * I ' n-
ftl that an Individ ins t ions enefits
of international lav, Lauterpacht cited what he called the
Laring inconsistency" between the prerequisite of c *•
ality and the recognition of statelessness as a condition
permitted by international lav. HI nowlc-
the abolition of statelessness was of m in
comparison with other fundamental human rights, Uiuterpacht
nonetheless asserted that it was essential to the status of
the human personality in both international and municipal law
to ''do away with that offensive ;aly. ,,i*1 In his view,

'Sphere ii no major permanent Interest of State
stands in the way of this much-needed reform."
11
* i-
vated by a similar appreciation of the human values express*:
by Lauterpacht, the First Session of t ited Natic :a-
mission on Human Eights established a Draftin mittee in
March of 19V? to prepare a statement of human rights and
fundamental freedoms. 3
"
1*3 During its First Session, fro
to 25 June 19V7, the Drafting Committee distinguished thr:
objectives for its wor" (1) t -option of a inter-
national bill of 1 'tion of ivent
on human rights and <3> » of measures of
tation designed to insure observance of human r
during its I'irst Cession, the Committee Ldered a Draft
tline of an International Bill of Huma ;hts of t
.ited Nations Secretariat. This Draft Outline contained the
following r>rov ! . I relatt "' nationality 1
rt. 2 1 ryone has the right to
a nationality.
>ryone Is entitled to the nationality
of the State where he is bom unless and
until on attaining majority he declares
for the nationality open to him by virtue
of descent.
one shall be deprived of his nation-
ality fe :.shment or be aearned
to have lost his* nationality in any
other way unless he concurrently acquires
a new nationality.
veryone has the right to vm the




iriri£ the nationality of er
state."!1*2*
The Draft! maittee also
for art orporatt- rnati of
(btft | or amendments to articles already J
the Draft Cutli- «b»itted by -retariat. :ct
to the question o t to a nationality, the \?nite& States
proposed that Article 32 of the Draft Ine he altered to
state siaply, ''^very person shall hav right to a nation-
ality." The Representative of *sed that
32 reads
very person has the right to a
nationality.
It is the duty of the 'Jhited Nations
and Member States to prevent state-
lessness as being inconsistent wit
human rights and the interests of the
human community."-
In accordance with the decision t I itft
the preparation of a Mr nature of
declaration or Malta into
measures of I
working grai ~
ing group on the bi" its c
sentatives of PVttB anon and the Etolfci
felt that greater consistency WW i^ the arl
oles were drawn by one person and the France,

Professor Rene Cassin, agreed t ' rt -
.feasor Casein's draft consisted of forty-four ax is,
which were reviewed toy the other two manners of
gro- 3 discussed by the Dmftil
of these discus:. refer assin undertook to revise
his draft to incorporate the views expressed by tee.
This revision was adopted by the Draft oraaittee in its
report to the Ccwnission on Human I I as its suggestions
for articles to be included in an Intematior. aration
on Human nights. In this draft, the provision for a right
to a nationality appeared as Article 2
if the right to a natio. %
Draft • expressed 1 -
inion t I article i
at
fros the very definitive wording whi
eliminated statelessness, conta! ***t ••
pared by the S#e* Wist ' ' W to a
nationality was reduced to isral principle in view of t
reluctance of States to bind I l & matter so tradi-
tionally one of their domestic jurisdiction. The draft
ted for consideration in an international convent!
on human rights and fundamental fW l| which m *ly
based on submissions by the Ik&to Representative,
ikeaton,-' && »» provision on the questic
nationality. 1
**9 tat draft "convention*' WW **
m
.3 "dc
th -Ttt Of agree
t its Second on fr member 3 -©
Coiaaisslon on Hunan t* established three ,»»
on (1) the de- aa, (r "(3) Measures
of implementation, to study the pmpo**l9 of the
Committee* The working gro ration pro-
revised :>raft Inters -ration •
f
^-
this draft, the right to « n*t wUali
of
!
i Draft! 'ttee m% t
ring of
xmlsslan-, Into const' l
~
ments and international c
submitted. The Tf m of Article 15 l*a
for ft
st only the first sentence, i.e., **
to a nationali <te f<
stained the

.oa for the at' "rf th- -*lng text after
m first sentence!
*he da
nerson of his nationality must bedeter-
..aed by national LaXatl
:
m Third Session of the Coseslssion on ! »«
which met SM of: MA the i
-m of
and ado ! -?a
of H«aaj $£*• i to a n&ti »







Th© f . atione of the Thir on of th© Saaan
;hts ' JSion *©?© trsasmittc- eventh ~>n of
oonomic an Jteaael In view of th© of
tine, on 26 August 2 I momic and Social Council for-
warded the draft as submitted by the Itaan High*:
to th© General Assembly where ' ***** In tl K*6
.raaaittee and in Plenary
It is apparent that . drafters of the
recognized the n^md for s«t of
nationality aa an abstm.
•gainst Wholesale




have been incongru . 'ftair.
rights - in t: »
of
eq
.ider their right I i0
national!!. * den&ti nation,
even when to do rould ••
no consensus on sivl.
as freedom of unil&tor
The diversity of opini WW can readily be seen in
the comments of itter was discussed in
the Third Oomlttm
the outset of the discussion of le 13 in the
ilttee, consideration was focused on a number of
>3ed amendments to the text.15 These amendments reflect
th* of views held W the w Bitting tb
i the one I ie
tionality through an ^
fined • arbit:
other than deprivation accord:'. the ..sions of national
\te hand, France ?©ed thi Itive
portion of a right to a nationality as a fir: (thus
making the text submitted by the Humai 9ar

the .
DWiBI the WWM of
fiait. statement of a right to a
natality on
that such an assertion * he









as a sanation I
fo^md the vort «
e„t aoints of vie*'
the word «m asforhidc
tt.
. . ... 'aril"- shift
•«d that ti ion of the
a l«r
torr-o »lyt the right
that *6» tion of nrtK

tinued, an lm
osevelt, t -?sent&tiva of




when thou;' of their
,itrar- .-ernmc.
-old be forced to I
and that he should not ther to c"
.3 natio..
from a practtc;. Lnt of vie^i,
Involved in questions of i&iea"
that the .nited
>vision to the effect t:
tionality. She stated that, wh: •**! a®





legally' or the *

wcr
o agent was not M
a court of lav or
to critics of % ion*
emphasised hi
were solely wit:
that granting or deprivir..
rogatives; in hie
paragraph 7 of tl atlorv .rter fa*
V
tc :©m Itself tfitb tter.
In the fating on the
sal to define t:
tive sense was defeat* vote
h« Insertion of a
right of everyone t
the word "arblt
one's nationality, and t:
wide margins. 1 rfel
the Third Committee by substantial aajorit
dual draft articles, a 8ttb-
the Declaration as a whole from the view of
ment, consistency, unifonalty and style".

• ommittee was adopted by the ..>aaittee ft
versal Declaration of Human 1 recaesaenc
General assembly on 6 December the draft
to the General Assembly, the right to a' national
as Article 16 as the result of some re-arrangement by the
ommittee. Following discussion by the Genera:
in Plenary Session, votes were taken on each article separa*
ly, and thereafter on the Declaration as a whole. No specific
mention was made of the natior r article during t waary
•ssion. ie right to a nationality, v. s
use of a joinder c M "
y, was adopt-- the vote on
•"
Declaration o.
votes in favor to against, with abstentio:
^resent &nC ire 2* wtlom
In view of the rejection by the
the :hts Commission of the strong , nositiv-
of the Secretariat's Draft Outline which vou"
statelessness, it cannot be said that the 3ed i:
,q right to a nationality was ever conceived 6
a standard calling for an absolute prohi
denationalization. t some States did »t« a
ness to surrender their exclusive nation:
area of law, in favor of es an intemati

.its norm which would deny the right to denatl Be,
there was absolutely no consensus on so &oi
1 di»0 ' *
Intended to be J *
but was, rather, a it *d of achievement
nations should aspir- . It would be a fal ion to
versal Declaration leaves unimpaired the
traditional international law norm of effective
limitation on • tate's authority over matters cor
loss of its nationality, since it was never deal ve
a direct, operative effect upon international law. 'totil such
time as the Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness (or
some other international convention on nationality) it©
effect, cistomary international law remains as the
dard. Of course, e- .invention is ,ed it If
ing only upon I ..rties thereto, unl#i




oates may measure their own national legislation- '.e
does not call for the renunciation of the
tlon: . Tb» of such «r f however,
.'
the language of paragr.

shall be arbitrar: ity. ..=
ossible to ascribe m ini t<
"arbitrarily'', in view of the disparate Int
given it in the Third Committee debates,
can be seen tita rejection of t"
ment which would have so limited its applicability.,
appear that the word does require something more than t
action prescribing denationalizatic. -form to
of national lav. Thus, it can be said that t: its
in the decision- "oeess did establish a J




I not an ftl
~sess a nationality &o<- set
Declaration
any appraisal of thv fc t
consideration should be given to It ataxic
the whole spectrum of 1 bs« an era when an indivi-
dual *s protect.ios nded upon
It was a right of great inportan
recognized as the on in t -ona of lat
tional lav, without a country to
tressed in foreign lands, the lot lividu

Id be a sorry one indeed. Theoretically, the ft
Individual had ''rights 1 ' only at suffer **s
could be disposed of at will if he had hot the benefit of
diplomatic aid and, ultimately, tl -tunity of
ing to his ' ova" country where he cou3 •'© in safety.
However, as concern for ra rl I fun'
dental freedoms hi *****
national community, the of
a participant in inter.
proclaims that the rri
Declaration ar I to I wit diser'
of any kind'-. *• not limited to t of or
particular State, concept niversal i
has been adopted in re . ussan inventions concluded
since the 'Universal Declaration, such as the European Conven-
tion for the Protection of ts and Fundamental Free-
doms of k November ***** invention i
:hts of 22 November h * San Jose* ta
ca). 171




oelines in relative Import

individual lac >ut a . i tie It r~
mined by the international prote- ?atrd#
basis of hutsf. , an individual J 8
cal f ^e in -,
are ill -.
.an rights as these t
dard set for*."
remains of abiding relevance.
sentially the ^Tniver
tionallzation or ^ssive scale, or for
polii fc the
author!" tate to do: or
certain disfavore B, the ba&ef







the national decision-makers of Member States of the
rJn±te&
Nations, on legislative, judicial and administrative levels,
must take into consideration the standards contained in the
Jhiversal Declaration. One of the purposes of the United
Nations, as set forth in Article 1, paragraph 3 of its
Charter, is "/S/o achieve international cooperation ... in
promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for
fundamental freedoms for all.. In addition, Article 55
of the Charter state
ith a view to the creation of conditions
of stability & are
necessary for ful ai idly rel
tio
the prii tal rights and self-
nation of -ited
tions
A # :*' 'A'
c. universal r< t for- :ser-
vance of, human rights and
mental freedoms for all without
distinction as to race, sex, lan-
guage, or religion
This undertaking is followed by Article 56 which pie
Members to take affirmative action toward "the achievement of
the purposes set forth in Article
Thus, despite the fact that the :ihiversal ration
itself lacks the binding fore an international convention,
the legal obligations undertaken under the Charter of the
\ited Nations Bake it incumbent on Member nations to e ie
their domestic legislation with a view toward deterr. its




leh an examination must be i .ilted Stat
decision-makers in any appraisal of Section 3V9UX3)
the Immigration and Nationality Act of 3 revi
of this statutory provision for the loss of Tnit
nationality as the result of unauthorized foreign military
service reveals that it ft 1 very distinguish feature
from the arbitrary denationalisation condemnec" li-
versal Declaration. In Inst' 1 of unauthorised foreir
military service thi hri&ual citizen 1*
the con- »•• of bid own »t
to be uncoerced. Further, forei. litary servl" a
citizen represents something other than a 7 to
his country since he must also bear loyalty to the nation
which he serves, even if only temporary
the citizen nay be aiding causes di oved ! 9 gov it,
or toward which his government m&y re to a neutr.
position, thus jeopardizing its conduct of foreign relation
Or indeed, the citizen serving In a foreign armed force ®
find himself in direct opposition to his own country —
possibly inadvertently.
Loss of Thlted States nationality can, and should, func-
tion as a deterrent to foreign adventurism through service in
other nations 1 armed fore In maintain!; ~ent,
the United States conserves its am e values by regu-
lating its manpower resources an ing intern
..->
discord caused by the actions of its citizens. Internatic.
ally, there is no legitimate va o be served by permi
the citizens of hited States to serve without authori-
zation in another natie thus contribute
to a var-KE . potential. *ho undertc
un rized foreign armed a -1th the realisa-
tion that the society whose interests they have disregarded no
longer desires to claiir. then as its own. Sectic (a)(3)*
therefore, should not be condemned as an arbitrary act by the
.ted States, and the Supreme Court in sustaining its enforce-
ment would not be acting contrary to the standard of achieve-
ment contained in Article 15 of t iversal Declaration of
*hts.

VI .e^ra^y vtrol o:
. Public International Law and Neutral Volunteers
Neutrality attitude of .?-
tiallty adopted by third ligerents cre-
ates rights and duties between the impartial States and the
belligerents. virtue of the j n<i duties created




of States, ii it
t is, stri . correct to
arson
loosely the term ma used to denote
the subject of a neutral State,
-lie neutrality has been described as la
of impartiality", it is in fact sua :e than an attitud
The impartiality posited as a criterion must it
in conduct. The word "impartiality" itself implies a non-
participation on any side of a particular coercion situation.
However, "nonparticipatlon not f Ication to be
derived from "impartiality' 5 : it is also susceptible of I
"
Interpreted to mean "tre&tlr . It a
moment's reflection to see that "nc "treat-
ing all al when >t
situation, are con-
concept is most fill in discussing neutrality, it is
; "fab
necessary .at values neutr
promote.
yhattver a
the variety of motives be]
seen that the ori: autrallt
is the prevention or minimization of t:
international violence, and thereby, the avoidance of war*s
baleful consequences in t: :ion of other
community values, such as human life, economic
security, and zo forth. If this analysis
fostered by neutrality is accepted as accurate, it be
observed that only the concept of neutrality as arti-r-
pation' will contribute to its furtherance, -onceptlon
of neutrality as ,; treating all all* y succeed in avoidir.
the ire of competing belligerents (alt not always), but
it does not advan ause of pv ion or
of the spread of •< Inter viol :-~
rttttfl nay draw on the r
flames of coercion are on" r of Ita
•itinues to exist,
us derived from the ter
symbol "nonparticipatlan 1, reels -u~
trality" and, therefore, more useful in conveyin
ice, neutrality may be defined as the af
r«H
tate *i-
rticipation is prod vietive of rights and
the nonparticipant State and t: tual b »•
Nevertheless, because of the




it is in t3
decision If made I
nonparticipant
coercion situation, £ th«
is no duty under Interna'
neutral toward a conflict, tittle
so provides
j
1?? however, su • b~
ject to question at thf ont t on to
aber-States of the United nations, view of the require-
ment of Article 2(*0 of the Charter, 1 -
7
-roberss
...refrain in their international
relations from the threat or use of
force against the territorial inte-
grity or political inc! :>f
any st." *»r in any other manner
inconsistent with the ->f
the 'Waited Nation;. "
it is arguable that, unless th their i
self-defense un' I rticle % of the ! their obli-
gation to participate in Oaltl
.asurt- 3 do have let in







» the Charter . :1~
',nity s I »•
however, that





hile th< ' rter ' rfeeted in
decisive wav the ri f the Kambara
of the ! . neutral,




right to neutrality er In wars be-
tween ps of the *fotite>: ^
in wars between non- ©re o:
Members and non- In principle
no Member of the Etelt« •»*
titled, at its discretion, to remain
neutral in a war in which 1 rtty
•
guilty of a breach of ' w of








in any i s it t
the Charter) rs
under- to accept and t ™










its demands,"- Lfl viev j
nation such as the nhitec1 Wt, howevor. In
su over confr -itleal
realities may a




neutrality continue to hare relevance li
law.
The rights and duti-- -ates sec'
ii-
parti -ts may be cl: "led generally as t
and of prevention, States must abstain frr
which would evince an Inclination to r« Lstance tc
\M
right — to pre-
territ


















ton traditional views of the of
neutral powers make a clear distinctly
of a State itself in its '
ties of a neutral State* a Us lals.

•;se& ti
"... do not facta ^u» unneut- -tivities on








international !• \. for~
bade assistance other than t belligerents,
surely violate the duty o: itioa ! tion.
1
This distinction ba1 :ivities of neut
themselves and the activities of their nationals -.anction
in Hague Convention V on the Rights ;ies of Neutral
Powers and Persons in War on Land, 1^ and in i Convention
:il on the Rights and Duties of Meutra: ra*a in Naval
r, .loth of these Conventions, which were concluded at
the ;>econ: l« Peace Conference of ' .nt&in the pro-
vision that they •»••• do not ntractir












of a neutral bp to assir
atloa •/ reflect -tion
between the actions of a ne? it of
Individuals I
lie responsibility of a neutral .r
is not engaged by the fact of persons
crossing the frontier a
offer their services to on© of t"
belligerents
Thus, neutral Petrel rtiele h to pre-
vent the organization of volunteer armed forces wi








respect to the departure of individuals (inciudir
own nationals), whether they be few or many, e wii
the intention of volunteer!: the armed forces of a
belligerent. The criterion for det* tlon of State r
sponsibility for prevention under cw vy lntertu*.
is "organisation1
a nonparty ':'$ territory
passage of troops,
neutral territory is tanfcr of a
expedition, both of which violate nt f a i
of prevention. 1 g long as indlvi
those travelling together, do not cross the frontier i
body, the r isibility of a State is not <
Naturally, when numbers of vc t
one tine, or when a consist*/ tterr ftttfi i«
ible, the point where individual action ceases and organlr
tion begins may be imprecise. Yet it is at this inly
recise point that
the fact that its territory
for Igerent. iv#r, gover
'
i is open to littl.-
in lilted Ratio..
ta«
the Zthea? Communist bloc e'. .-.hat the




crossed the frontier In number ?y were acting as
Individuals. Such an argument was I r tenable In light
of the facts, and in January of 1951 4: ;curity Counei
condemned Communist ^hina for its aggression. It
safely said that in any frontier passage of the
of the Communis". e invasion, I '.;teaptad dlst on
between indiv ountenancc
tlon (if not an outright attaol rely
Despite any difficulties in lina-dr. , the test of
legitimacy of volunteers of nonparticipant nat
been "individual action'', and . .. the subjects of newts
States who thus enlist do not thereby earn my of
against the rules of Xnternati aw. |,J ice t
:Jhited States has adhered to the distinction between .Individ-
ual and organized activity of volunteers. -or
-naeona of Mexico complained of the arrest of
citizens who were departing the Tnii.
revolutionary distur I in Mexico, Secretary of




the one hand *een t
and In snail grou >a aero i itier ai
into another country,
individuals or small groups in the ordinal'
course of events fr. if our port
on ,>ther hand the departure froffl our
territory of organised grou

•so of undertaking b< rent
tivltles in foreign territor
In this connection I must jx rev
to Tour Sxcel ; not ..are
no rule of i
and no 1 era!






ized men either singly or in &ro- nit
on the contrary it is an -avision
" international law that t) ty
of a neutral power is not e ?ven In
time of recognize fact of per-
sons crossing the frontier separately to
offer their services to one of the belli-
ferents^ and as to the mandates of municipal
aw, the courts of the United states have
repeatedly declared that our neutrality
statutes do not forbid one or nore individuals
singly or in ed, unorganized
leaving the 7foited States for the purpose of
joining, in any military operations which are
being carried on between other or
between different parties in the sane country.
In a communication to th- I artment of tfc of
:ctober 23, 19**0, re" : to the serv.'
citizens in the armed forces of fore'
of State declared t
ctions '•©,
provide . for entry or the hlri,
of others for entry fore-.
of a foreign 3tat. re
committed within the territory or J
diction (not extr- rltori
tlon) of the "Inited
no Ity in t >neral laws of t
citizens of t .ited
•ites go abror: whil i
the armed forces of a foreign state."-
resent statutory prohibition of foreign enlistment

thin the territory at
of others within the territory of the
contained In 3 ".
hoever, within tht
or enters himself, or hit-
other to enlist or c
beyond the Jurisdiction c
with intent
service of any for- ' ;e, stat,
' let | or




is not • crime under Jtoito 1,
ether or not I a en, t'
enlist in a foreign
prevent individuals froa so doing, ' not it
was an intentional attempt to fill I
neutrality laws, ^n 3V. ; 5 of
nality ;..ct of 2 does direct its thrust against Id*
ual foreign military service,
conduct criminal.
1 h : volu
er en' I ont In for*
. I
te of
ojeet to acce >ut license of I
sion or en." tot in the military or sorv.'. i ny
aX
':-•
foreign at war with
lfltj«ttT*i or to leave the count





strictly defined stf :o
hostilities of lesser mac , .rther
viev that enlistment U 5 or *
forces of a State h the 'nit-
isibly subject to the sancti rovided by t; as
long as the State against which they art
with the Crown,
ithough they id th
internatic rovir trlot*
Of neutral volunteer:: ave a s















In so doir!: '*© re th8
primary I of nonparties ten — *•
vent.ior. a of t3 A international
violence,
'. The Decline of Governmental lalssea Fa^re
The "impeccable" 201* distinction made by customary
international law between or of v< ers de-
parting a nonparticipant State's territory and individual
volunteers departing on an unorganized basis, reflects .
ec Ion of a political, econonie I a»
.•evalent in Wester; *i th<
last century. && This conception, I uown
ssez fa
,
ire . *•» a premium upon individual initiative ~
-ticularly in the econoi 1 P« — and relegated to gov*
ernoental activity only those circumscribed functio
to be a -ivid
and par- t this con/ • international
community i tn only States were effective par
"
thus international relations and responsibilities were the
evince of craft, outside of which the privr ' W
of society ,-ated freely. It was in such an intellectual
-
dev ! which ev.
The political, economic end social developments of
the twentieth century, however, have virtually eroded the
ninetee eatury dichotomy between the actions of i *;©
and its individual Inhabitants. Observed, history -ymon
experience bear witness to the extension of ^overnsienta
trol and r tion into virtv '. asp>? >f lif







variety of control tec M and 6
vice?? « st-
msing, ' balar. >j
and the like. .riods of crises and
•enoy, >f overt vie?; :>r
high expectations of violen ic




-iay a be litt" re
than nr
inti are that decisions on tl





d* ^r are s
and that the priv rt

state
idered as < t the
Inter- " neut at
State to prevent t:
lng of hor :
overt t —
there re
action accorded the individual volunte- Jit
nationa: fet, to continue to insist that a
remain neutral while its citizens in-
international conflict, is to engage in a s 3 niceness
which should find no place in present da/ international
Brownlie opines:
*.th an increase in the definition
ai. -asive nature of tl
!
.ghts and duties 3&Sr§rXl±. "'lte »
IftttV
of the volunteer."*"
iy have I resu:;- tlona I unde\ il«
Of ventioii V prr. .?ed v:. ' *•




I the Flyi;.. ri for .t in .
•v
governmental control of, i ,rtic". ( their
ties? but it Is or r red




If it i ated
tion in interaction i woion a





its duty of prevent! •
rtieipatian ste-
ins the advent <
I of the legltir
'
world is that international societ
and to minimize the danger of
''-
tation can be furthered if states recognise r \sibillty f
the private actions of their indlvi

















limit this freedom would indet
tt«d« ineffective la -reventin-
who seek t<:

One possible solution in preventing the engagement
of 'Jiiited States responsibility for the service of citizens
in a belligerent foreign armed force can be discerned in
Section 3*+9(a)(3) of the Immigration and nationality Act.
In making loss of nationality a consequence of unauthorized
foreign armed service, the nonp&rticipant status of the
Jhited States in international coercion situations is not
Jeopardized. In addition, the individual brings this con-
sequence of his own uncoerce :ion upon himself. Enforce-
ment of this statutory provision is not only permis
under public international 1 international hts
standards, as previously considered, but it is in
with the increasing recognition of state responsibility In
the laws of neutrality which bears a more accurate relation
to the actual control exercised over private initiative.

vii rggwwflqn aZ Ipidli iam Jte £te ^roversy
between the" hited 1£§J&& flBJTfoftfr .;.te&ga&
. The Israeli Law of Return
acerbating the Issue of the service of '.foir \ates
citizens in the arsed forces of Israel is the effect of the
Israeli Law of Keturn. The Law o conjunction
with the Israc rationality provide ve
the right to immigrate to Israel, and that all 3 it full
age who do so, obtain Israeli nationality unless re
their desire not to become Israeli nationals upon their en-
tering the country. -er these provisions of law, aequisit.
of Israeli nationality is not dependant upon renunciation of
a prior nationality. 23-9
Thus, by operation of law, Otatlte tes Jew
grating to Israel for settlement obtain dual nationality —
that of Israel and that of the laited states — without formal
application and regardless of their volition, unless they de-
clare a desire to the contrary. Although the absence of a
rejection of Israeli nationality may be re I as an affirm-
ative indication of a desire to acquire it, this reason!
presupposes knowledge of the operat! nd it
plications on the part of ;ratir
distinctive aspect of Xsri nationalit; &
applied to Jews, conferring on the
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nationality, can be seen through contrast with Israe?
naturalisation provisions, 'fader these provisions, persons
of full age, who do not obtain Israeli nationality under
the Law of Heturn, by birth, or by virtue of being former
Palestinian citizens who satisfy certain conditi f re-
sidence, nay apply for Israeli nationality
'
,tion.
To obtain naturalization the individual satisfy T.-
tions of residence and knowledge of Tew li
must renounce his prior nationality or prove that he will
cease to be a foreign national upon his becoming an Israeli
national, 221 As a result, all non-Jews who immigrate to
Israel and who apply for naturalization avoid dual
nationality} naturalization for them requires stive
act of application with the renunciation of prior citizenship.
The implications of acquiring Israeli nationality,with a con-
scious severence of former national ties and acceptance of the
obligations of citizenship, should, therefore, be well under-
stood by the non-Jew seeking naturalization. This is not
necessarily so in the case of Jews who are given Israeli
nationality by the turn.
I Israeli nationals, fould naturally
be subject to all laws o. effecting its nationals, in-
cluding those requiring military service. The Israe,
rvice Law does mafce Israeli nationals and permanent r





of the Defense *f Israel' in the case of males, such
liability exists between the ages of eighteen and forty-nine
years Inclusive, and in the case of females, between eighteen
and thirty-eight years inclusive. I!ales may be called into
the Regular Service between the ages of eighteen and twenty-
nine years inclusive, and females between eighteen and twenty-
six inclusive t in the case of both sexes, the age limits are
extended for medical personnel. "11 persons of military age
found fit for service belong to the Reserve Forces when not
on regular service. Permanent residents are defined by tl
Defense Service law as those persons whose permanent residence
is within the territory in which the law of the ctate of
Israel applies, and whose permit of transitory residence,
visitor's permit of residence or permit of temporary residence
has been expired for six months without renewals
Dy virtue of these statutory provisions, nlted 5tat<
citizens who are of military &se and who ar clonals
or permanent residents, are bound to serve in the Israc
armed forces, recular or reserve. The problem tl >sed
nited States with regard to its relations with Arab countries
is patent. Nor is the problem a do minimus one.
-lin * Director General of the Israel otion Ministry,
stated in a speech given in the .nited State* in November 19*
that Israel is experiencing a sharp rise in immigration since





for Li anticipated to b© between
ligJt l£ Imes article resorti:' ivlin
f s tpe*c 1-
cated that Israel's conscripts ' "**• has meant that
than a hundrt ricans have been cal
veterans of Vietnam.
"
223 The article eontl
from the "Jnited States also has increased since tl
196? Arab-Israeli war, Cffici
issnigrants from the Tlhite S pMr<
. The Problem of Dual national
As a matter of international lav, t
unable to protect its eit *>®i
against the re its of t:
nationals are subject to
llshed an effective connection te of Isr.
settlement there. 22 ' ' principle of eustc fc<MWi&1
law pertaining to dual nation: I "led i
Convention on Certain Questions Relating to the Conflict of
Nationality Laws?
rt. lf. te isay not afford dl
lomatic protection to one of its
als against a State whose nationality
such person air
In view of the frequent
dual nationals owe to the
sess, and the controversi- tween we arisen
fr .eir conflicting claim* of OBftl Ju» Hi, the
MMpi
status of dual nationality is in general an undt le one,
t only is it undesirable for the individual dual nati
who is subjected to competing demands, but it is also und.
sirable for the claimant States. Tae ac Ions of Arab
governments, that the 'fhite tes is permitting its citizens
to serve in the Israeli armed forces, is an example of t.
eabarrassment to which a nation may be subjected as a n
of the recognition of due. tty in international la
tn "nite citizens re obligations to a for
State throu ^nnot
vent their fulf: at of . :^e
subject to that Jurisdiction,
'.e retention of a former nationality wher. idi-
vidual has voiuntari: red an addition tionalit
and has established a permanent residence abroad, is an
anomaly at variance with the sociological reality that t
individual lias identified himself with another society and
national culture, has assumed the rights and :.ons of
citizenship therein, and has cast his lot with t: ;ciet
prosperities or reverse: , 3 stated by 3ar«Yaacov , a a<
temporary Israeli writer in the field of dual national it
H I ' ..,
"..., the concept of na'
a per condition involving










neously the ri and dut: itl-








gg •..TV' | .-» -.,."-;•, ";•. * C .;^.,
thi
recalled tliat c . *&
to accor .Uonals
residing permanently abrc. In tto
ion of these as , t icemed
have not aanifes'
coun 4 tonality t:.
might entitle them to <
vertheless, a strict enforcers
the t '..on ft]
^ve the em of the
forces of his other national inder eum
In the ease hmann 2
held that
.rtue of
..; an oath of
•tion
'.tzorland with his nother. In the Court's
conscription of a dual national into the arme- t the

:ntry of his
;iqa facie that his entry and seam force
was If and did not
ates nationality.
similar result was i PJOTlfl £* MUM
-re the plaintiff KMPB in t















facie is entry a-
involuntary*. v.
Me it lie1 not involve the loss e
nationality through unauthorized fo: - *e f in







rights of natl Lty In t; untri<
and be subject to the re
of both. "lie mere fact that he asserts
the rights of one clt »t
without more mean that he renounces the
other. ... /5/mtl citizenship ... eou]
not exist if the assertion of rights or
the assumption of Xi of or
deemed inconsistent with the maintenance
of the other. ' See Kay;:






121 r present purposes the decisiv
^int of all of this is that conduct merely
declaratory of what one national aspect
of dual citizensh' cessarily conno-
cannot reasonably be construed as an act of
renunciation of the other national aspect
the actor's dual status.
"Certainly this citizen of the Phil'
residir it country, was
to support and defend the fundamental
of t'
.try t i and defend our
Em v !rj d 1 . . - -. -- . • •-> » *.- —- * .- < • . . -** -< --. •'• , i • -"
r€ . rican cit
ze
b there are lower Feder M?«
conscr >n of a dual na" -:it
to render for military service Inv
Tnited States nationality has resulted, 233 th< -erne Court
in ingUtoxa y.. DuJJ.es., $&&, apparently adopted the reason-
ing of the Lehmann and Correla cases. In Hishlkawa * 11
be recalled, the Court ruled that a showing by the citizens!,
aimant of conscription into a foreign armed force adequ:
•-I td
injected the issue of voluatarin- 'ie case,
required the Government to prove that
was voluntary by "clear, convinc* id unequiv
Evidence that the citizens)*: ;- to the coun-
try of his dual nationality at & time when jeot to
ascription there was not & to
meet its burden of proof.
die in one senr tates citizens te
to Israel, knowini that f 1X1 be called upon t« ft in
that w as volunteer
(over wfeoa the Ohifca ..tec as A & ant i
Bast conflict should exercise a duty of prevention
)
s
operation of the Law of Ret :>ses i -headt
cation. 3y obtaining Israeli nationality without apply:
for naturalisation, n oath of alia* ounc-
la nationality, the individual acquir
tions to the State of Israel while he retains as to
the Jhited States, and the body of doctrine relat: the
obligations of dual nationals comes Into effect. The dual
national may well have gone to Israel for the axprea
of serving in its armed forces and fee volunteer
fron? a nonparticlpant country, but when he obtains dual n
ality with its It ob: Ions, «*
only suffer the consequences of
,
-esent inability to divest hia
:.:
of the dual national Is distinct from that of the < ry
volunteer who does not acquire the nationality of the Stat
in whose armed forces he serves. This fact may not have
been sufficic ciated by cnts and CM
izations.
'Jhite tM citisens U«M &•*••
fore, avoid the effects of Sect ''.a)(3> when conscripted
into the armed forces of their other nationality. In an era
such as the present, when conscription rather than enl. t
is the primary means of raisins military forces throughout
the world, such an exemption is at odds with the uniform i
ministration of Section 3**9(*)(3)i end with the v-
of the statute which encompasses both " entering. r-ervlL
in" the armed forces of a foreign State. lie there may be
some justification for extending the benefit of t:
regarding voluntariness to young men of dual nationalit
have been living abroad with their families duri rity,
who by reason of financial or familial dependency have been
:.e to take up residence In tl .ited States,
been drafted by tl tfitry of their dual aat
they are minors, there wou: &• no su
extending an exemption fee ons who have atta
adulthood and who have continued to reside anently atofOI
: that they are subject to draft in *h« .try of their
residence. :ven less is there merit
» «
fctf
to individuals .tionally acquire an
additional nationality. t t/n<,
the obligations of eifcii — laa

VIII nested Aaproaoh XfiS J&g M$®& pftSii
fci Foreign .'TOtti gaeaflft
. \ttute Constitutional Challenges to
Section 3^9(a)(3) of t; .-deration anc
of 1952 was not held to be unconstitutionr.' . . , £.
i|k. its constitutional basis lias been significantly eroded,
however, by the sweeping language of AflreYlB ^lch derir
power of Congress to legislate the loss of national!
unwilling Oblte* States citisen. Nevertheless, any est
of the prinei Cyovln to Section 3l*-9(aX3> to fee
its enforcement cons* I** 1*
'.visory an wi'.
historically he"
its power in deciding actuaj rtrov
Cf such act/ . are here attempte
to determine the validity of
'




opposing parties, as the Constitution
intended it should, will be r
give opinions in the nature
conce: \tive action, —
function never conferred it by the
institution, and against the exercise of
which this court has steadily set its
from the beginni: y+
Section 3*f9(a)(3) should be f enforced u
;e as an actual case before the to
a holding that it is uneor

remembered that the views expressed by the major
/.froviro prevails i narrow margin. Chi I In t':
composition of the Court which have
was decided may well result in m of tfc »f
opinion and a return to the princ enun- ,:fi& y..
ownell * which have a re
acceptance*
->reme '*ve to
rates nationality in the- .......
tills case, the eit
ates citieensh< virtue of Section *•«
Emigration and it of
citlaen-
of whom is I
*t
2^ limits the t of
tention condition.. an tir \vidu-
IFlod of five years con: *esen
rtes between \ "'ourteen it.









asia of the decisions in
,
that Congrass may Bt citizen t ther-











of mixed alle : .avo 1
offering then its protection and other ben




am. *or deciaL- tm
to ©i sequent to a grant of clt .
it Is evident that the issue is ess. -at
presented 1 . Jfi . . — £*£» » whether or not Congre
power to deprive an unwilling citizen of his eitizenshi. ,
» constitutional test of
result in a rejoctio; the r
return to
be cubj eel.
threshhold issue .3tenc* c.
lc Loot ll
statute
\i3hment. H>& above, _...,.
Hartinez * sur>ra .
majority "hief « and J
Douglas
patriation under Section J** a* W
outside the jurisdictl in






majority r "irt I od
possible that the viev of the d
rtinez will prevai. a future test. Their \
that denationaliz
regulatory powers and that It
cert
certain unooerw ^"ens i
a ' Ltttfcio • IM| Ti
Lth the procedural safe ,0 of
Amendments, where the individual is not of a as
subjected to a criminal proseeutl of
his life, liberty t» property.
authorized foreign military service &m
this category sine law does not uduct




I forces U i to '
1 ere- I of a
ent in vio;

vas imposed as an addltie enalty for conv
marti :ertion fron the
There expatriation was ©!« at.
In a case where danationallaatir-
and compliance wit P&» of tl
Sixth Amendment: initially d* toffifea
of course, that the m»t could follow 21k. ; char-
acterize denationalization as a cru- tnusua! aafc




but such consequc "
lishnent «1 :ore > u
is not like!.-
\tes citizenship, an-."-
be left to v ulf and ale
.. examination of those I ittOOS el
have not yet been declare ..iiorial reveals that in
each instance the conduct v) as rise to ttspatri
fleets an ex.- ; attachment
tfctt. To a greater or lesser d * ind.
vidua! har ;ht to i. mother coun.
9d
has been so accepted by tha-.. ..try* Tovir '->-
scribing loss of nationality serve 0H3 ve legal effect
to what is already a socloli reality.
>roach to Deprivation of Nationality for
the Future
One conclusion of this study is that legislative
expatriation of an unwilling citizen should be upheld in
Sonne instances*
Certainly, under international lav deprivation of
nationality ty a unilateral act of State, even when it
results in statelessness, is permissible. nationalization
resulting in statelessness was specifically r - ized as a
permissible consequence fpr certain Individual conduct in
the proposed "United Ion on tl stlon of
.atelessness.
As considered pT®vi. rtiele 15 of the '1
\laration of Human I fttft, which recognises the right of
"everyone 1 * to have a nationality, nonetheless acknowledges
the power of a State to withdraw its nationality by a uni-
lateral act. In setting a standard of achievement for nations
on the basis of human rights to which national
are obliged to look for $*, 15 requires only
that such deprivation of aa fey not be "arbitrary .

?h© Constitutional prohibition of the unintentional
loss of Tnlted States nationality is not at all as clear
as the fonaulators of that »
v
absolute view'' insist. :.e
historical basis on which it has been as been
largely refuted by Justic i f s dissent In
,
it
rtalnly I -anded 03
adherence, ted fej *y in his appraisal of Chief
Justice -.'arren's dissenting opinion in rerezi
:ere is nothing Ir-
a's t;
that the -ov-
er rmot be ' i ^ir ci-
tias ."he •sovereignty of t
y be a fine oratorio
flourish, but it Is rather dubie
constitutional doctrine. !lor does
the author!t *ed by fct »ef
Justice in support of his fl ->n
that Congre: without r to
ta citizenship withstand close
scrutiny. "2^
Previous appraisals of the constitute ty of various
statutory provisions prescribing loss n-




.froyfo dissent, this phrac £<&& inter*
tion; it m.y refer to the 1c - *
from actions i are performed without duress, or i
refer only to actions committed with the intention of

effectuating .It hi .fact
in both senses, and Its oont t use not contribute
to clarity of analysis. The Attorney General's on
analyzed previously, and reovint« -endix A of tills
study, utilizes the phrase c us has this defect.
The conceptual diffi osed by the phrase "vo3.
tary relinquishment" is revealed In a recent law review
article attempting to define the torn***' In an effort \
give "voluntary r: ft substantive definition,
the author states
:
l itizen should be held to hav
»v barlly relinq
only if he volants
and formally reno




tl othei Lty and
. act Is ir,
ob] as of hi rleau .ritizensh.' •»
aside for I mt t) of
test consisting <»J voluntary and fe renur. on of
citizenship in a manner prescribed W law", the I « had
stated earlier in his I isal that:
" In the ease of a non-dual national
,
1, r of the t'nited
~P
tates, any lition of 'voluntary
relinquishment' that e iduct
shor a foreign nationality,..,
seems unnecessarily and unfairly bn **'

<s } the au
J
;ould seers to form
renunciation without the I squisition of a for*
eign nationality, an *.-me which Iready charac-
terized as "unnecessary" and "unfair**. That his voluntary
and formal renunciation is not confined to a written instru-
ment expressing intent, but also "embraces conduct' (
eliminating a possible distinction between the two character-
izations) can be seen in another of the author* s comment.




It is readily i a intent to r
oitlaenahip may be "inferred'' trm a variety o.
&et",/j7 "^ W ' £o? exaatrlr
that these acts may be construed as i .he
:hor»s t t a voluntary and formal renunciation ti-
zenship in a manner prescribed by law.
latter test re*;. it unvorkably ambiguous. >n, it




could not be drawn. ..utlally Afro*
had not the power to provide that a citizen's conduct coil*'
give rise to an inference f,volun- ! relinquish. vol-
untary relinquishment'* under ;.frovlir. means intentional re-
linquishment and that intention must be expre: The circ
locutory pitfalls -oluntary v




»e test of n express renunciation'' of national!
•
was propounded by Boudin prior to .SfrflXto as the only con-
stitutionally permissible standard. In his article,
Involuntary Loss of American IiM2aaIi^:»"" ™din denied
the legitimacy of the historical basis for Congress* denation-
alisation authority. While the language of the kXV9YP% major-
ity opinion considerably confuses the matter by referring to
"voluntary relinquishment% it is evident from the opinion as
a whole that the Court adopted TSoudin's "express renunciation"
test. Boudin indicated thai ss could certain un-
desirable conduct by a citizen abroad a criminal offen;-, ad
by so doing give notice to the world that we desire to avoid
embroilment in the internal affairs of other nations- con-
cluded that the "... drasia £$t denationalisation is sure
not a requisite to international amity.
!
ich a conclusion is another "fine oratorical flour
1
and it may be the solution which the Stodted States is forced
to adopt if the Supreme Court pursues the Agro^n rationale
and further narrows Congressional power to denationalize an
unwilling citizen. It If well established in constitutional
law that Congress does have power to enact laws regulating the
conduct of citizens while they are beyond the limits of the
territorial jurisdiction of the Haiti tes. 2 stated
by uhein-Lauterpaeht
:
"The Law of Rations not a
..ate f. jurisdiction over
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"Its subject travel] , sir. _
they remain under personal supremacy."^-5
However, making certain conduct abroad a criminal offense
is not a solution which reaches the ; em of the citizen
who avoids criminal sanctions fty remaining on
jurisdiction of the Jnlto . ourts while continuing
to flout the law of his country,
The present controversy with /Tab nations over the
service of lilted states citizens In the er orces of
Israel presents a clear eater -f the need for the power of
a sovereign nation to declare certain acts of its citizens
abroad to he expatrlative. s was stated in the majority
Inioo in ?erez v. 3ro^gll, s?4pra, there is a "critical
connection' 1 between certain conduct abroad and the posses-
sion of American citizenship by the person committing the act
which makes such conduct potentially massing to the
tates, and 'pregnant with the possibility of embroil-
ing this country 1 1th othe; -Ions, in-
ation of citizenship terminates thi
variour
of the : ration and
fied conduct which, Insofar as it is not criminal, la
least a diminution of undivided allegiance to t
...tes. & ^'iis nation's
citizenry, has deter t such conti' i diminution of

ice shall result in the severa >f
nationality with the individual actor. .rtainly, the
individual's conduct Bust be uncoerced for that result :
occur.) The 's constitut
the -?ss to txp&trlftt citizen
subordinates that legislative will, at best, on
grounds, Aj stated by Mr* Justice tfarla-.
te construction laced on I
Citizenship Clause rests, in the
analysis, si on the Court's iase
dlzil^ evincing little more, it is
quite rent, than the present
majority's own distaste for the
expatriation power. "£"'
The emasculation of tht expatriation power, and the
general uncertainty in the administration of the loss of
nationality laws, which the overly sub^r .itent
is* the frov.'. e has created, can be obaen
interpretive guidelines agreed upon by the Department of
State and the Immigration and Naturalization Service .•••*-
ing the" issuance of the ttornt: 1*1*1' nion. These
instructions, containing gener les and procedures,
were transmitted to diplomatic and consular posts abroad on
16 May 1969 for use in the pre ry expatria-
tion cases* ' As stated in a recent article by 1'r. ...
all , an Attorney for ti. assport Offi.-
nder the ''tate-Justice guidelines the
voluntary performance of the following
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"acts is considered highly persuasive
evidence of an intention to relinquish
citizenship and will normally result in
expatriation absent counter vidence
of" an intent not to transfer or aband
allegiance to t: Ited States i natur-
alization in a foreign state: a meaningful
oath of allegiance to a foreign state;
service in the armed forces of a foreign
state engaged in hostilities &g it the
tates: or service in an
litleal post under a foreign government.
intary acts under the remaining
<tory riative provi ' ly
\?t: t result in expatriation unless the
record in the contalv.
ive c
to transfer :.ance to a
ance to
the tates.
, in ^ny proceeding to examine whether an indi-
vidual has lost his "Jhited States nationality under t
statute, the Government has the burden of establishing by
. ,-leranee of the evidence (1) the aller
•ftt vas committed voluntarily, i.e. w:*
duress, (if the lack of voluntariness has been raised by
the citizenship-claimant) and that (2) the oitizenshS
claimant intended to effect the loss of his Jnlted States
citizenship in committing the elating act. ere the
Government fails to meet its burden of estr " lag volun-
tariness , the inquiry ends In favor of the retention
natioaalit-' J intent ftt.




issue, but may fall bac>: upon the Gove: ;»s burden of
establishing his subjective intent. It is obvious
,
absent an express declaration of intent, .uman conduct
siay be rendered ambiguous by the actor* s claim that he d
not intend the natural and probable in c© to be drs
from it. tfheo the indlvidu; free to interpose hi
subjective intent as i bar, burden is vir-
tually S3 >le 00 This




occur in two ways. One, when the
servicf. sd for- >f a for
state en d in hostility
"United States and the r -io
Lve evidence tr
not to transfer his allegiance t-
foreign state or to abandon his allegiar;
to the 'United States S two, when
•rrvic© in the armed forces o
not t in h. '.ties Last &
faxted States and the record contains
rsucsive evidence of intent to trarr
mae to the foreign state or ten-
don allegiance to the Waited States,
r these standards, a citizen would be free to join
an enemy armed force engaged in open hostilities he
tates, and t: later
not intend -onduct Lve, that he
.'-
against the CSalt ise hs
Ill
particular governmental That -ould
be obtained is nothing short of preposter I yet clearly
it could be obtained under the present guidelines, particu-
larly in view of the liberal standard of persuasive evidence
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which the citizenship-claimant needs to present.
should not be forgotten in considering such a result
when the subjective element of at be relevant




.izens, native bom $ .turalizt ^
extended periods of time and cease to participate
in the normal community processes of I
freedon to travel and to reside where one chooses is essenti
in any open and democratic ut since Jjfieg
is now clear for raited .;tates citizens to part te active-
ly in the internal affairs of a forei ob-
tain a foreign nationality, take an oath of allegiance, serve
in the armed forces, hold a political or appoints
and vote in a political election — as long as
ersuasive evidence'' that they did not Inter, lose th-
citizenship thereby. ocratic society -
re
to bear the " »f the contributions of its citizen:
abroad, but it can ant

refrain from Involvement in foreign internal affairs.
In an era of sensitive international relationship? re
the attitudes of segments of a nation* s Ion are
studied by forei :.ents la of deterrcin!
their own , the
"
Tnit-. ; aires the undiv
allegl of all
'
is indec I e which shot:'
lost, but it is not too much t ect that citize
will evince hy their conduct that they truly do have
a regard for it*
t ftttUV t, the , upreiae Court should return to
the reasoning of the Perez case and Id ttoi
Congress to denationalize &n unwilling citizen as a necessary
and proper means to effectuate the Federal power to r te
foreign affairs. Certainly the wcpatrlativa conduct
bear a rational nexus to the specific Congress!1 -. ulatory
power. The conduct sanctioned with loss of nation ist
3©de or impair the exercise of that power. Further, Zor*~
riotously or ht Log an
favored condi triat oduot at
.
jrtoe t tates. ! ach condu-
express intention to reno citizens:.




OPt Shoul •; of
reliaquislcse: eaning of that
phrase, and should focus instead on whether individual
has b««n gen. r coerced in hir mission of the expa*
trative act. btrc coercion ;s it Is not suggests
that expatriation :£ result. / arcion
the individual brings the consequences of conduct upon
himself \ loss of nationality is not imposed a by the
fiat of an oppressive government.
rfoauthorized service in forces of a foreign
State meets the above proposed constitutional criteria for
expatri&tive conduct. A rational nexus between unaul
foreign military service i
affairs
•vice :^y draw t
it desir it. rvice is,
at a ainiKzun, productive of interna':
.trated. Also, Individuals serving in ar
?o&d may be ft: r.ernatic- 98
itrary to the aims and in\ B. fur-
ther, the power to denationalize
military servi^
effectively a ity of prevention in restrict-
ing a belligerent's access to its human resources. Sueii
restriction is i Lug with the development of more strine

concepts of neutrality in customary international law, which
are, In turn, reflective of the greater degree of regulation
actually practise-' ' fee with respect to its citizenry
in the latts: '; of the twentieth century.
I Indlvl • act of tate? rvlng In the
armed fore t a forei ate without aut .r-
tairu :3titutc Lmlnution of allegiance to t
§G bear a loyalty to ntry In
whose armed for
Itary service, the I U to
feO* hi -.tion of service to I
natlo- ho by their very status b tvided loy
she- ' avoid the consequences of unauthorised forei
military service because of e tion* .1-
ingly acquired h -.tiont.
majority, they have remained In the country of their other
nationality knovittg that they are subject to draft,
conscripted ii service should not be regard
Loss of *nit' .ality by dual actional- se
Instances merely evidences the soci reality of their
stt tat to a foreign country, ? is not mh
tionable bee
he admll t;i-
lessness, and t s cr

and unusual punishment , could 1 f ft restoration
of the provisions of the "rationality Aet of , whi de
loss of nation*] .thorised for*
:tingent upon the acquisition of of t"
fore- ' :on B:
Cooaali:- tion i a la 3
it was recommended for P than avoidance of I
constitutional challenge. '
reversion tc provisions of t". t wou:
eliminate the consequence
solve the problem of avoid! ited ntate iroil
international controversy over the unr ized service
her citizens in the armed forces of a foreign country.
way would still be clear for "ihited states ci -serve
in foreign military forces. | as I not re
the particular for





rt -r of "ong.
It is true tha fcioftft*
times is replete with eacamr- '-vyette,
and von Jteuhen f all of - -ere for in t





tory may be I -tute a tr- >n of
ited States of a citizen's fret 3©
abroad. However, no matter how BO ->r adventuv ? in-
ured, -mot be held he
political realities tht. I actions of rtry'
oay be construed as an «S siOB of national
minimum — of national sentiment, and that su-
can result in serious and undesirable repercussions :.
relations. The interests of an enf .ation may no-; ut




the terms of . X* Mi
citizen first obtains the permission
id Secretary of Dftta
will be w-v uiity as far as the loss c citi:
is concerned. element of re .-eviw
of ti active for military service in terras of i
consequences with respect to United Stat*
S
1
flict or embar:. ent for the 'Jaited States is not E&t







Ml analysis, it is necessary for the coor-
dinate branches of the Jhited States Government to b :o
speak with one clear voice with respect to loss of united
States nationality if it is ever to ^ny »« »«
of credibility on the subject.
-er to expatr
certain instances, ft
of the test of nv
of
tar. ; ia ='
concert.
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of such action, the Government is not taking f Salt
>itizenship to implement its general regulatory
-ers, for, as previously Indicated, in my judgment
•stzenshio is immune from divestment under these
Rather, the Government is simply giving formal recognition
l« inevitable consequence of the citizen's own volun-
tary surrender of his citizenshi"
m« Mr. Just stated (35s . . at a3
-"
course a citizen has the right to a! e renounce
his citizenship and Congress can enact measures t< ilate
and affirm such abjuration. Bat whether citizens! aa
voluntarily relinquished Is a question to be deter on the
facts of each case after a judicial tri- full cc Ity
w
» s. Ithou *7 prov ues
f for r Is, it cannot de<! it such
-vice in ft fore: aUOft
in a foreign election or desertion from our
establish a ton of Intention
ty. SJ &• £• 'ftlfrfl
course such conduct may bo :,siye ev
the particular case of a purpose to abandon eiti .
>e foregoin Nations do not come from pin-
ions, and . a does not adopt then. Indeed, MrorQB ;oes
not reach the question of whether it may be pos r
some circumstances for allegiance to be transferred or aor
doned without constituting a voluntary relinquishment of
the status of citizenshin. That question must await farther
court decision. -der any reading of froyV^ however, it is
clear that an act which does not reasonably manifest an in-
dividual' s transfer or abandonment of allegiance to the
rnitt mot be made a basis for expatriation.
2. For administrative purposes, and until the ??u£ts tove
clarified the scope of ',froyiau I have concluded that It is
the duty of executive officials to apply the act on the fol-
lowing basis. "Voluntary relinquishment" of citizenship il
not confined to a written renunciation^ as under section
(a)(6) and (?) of the act, : ia) ,(6) 2
nd Ull<lt<^
can also be manifested by other actions declared expatrlat^ve
under the act, if such actions are in derogation of allegiance
to this country. t*t even in those c s , •i.froyj.n leaves
en to the individual to raise the issue of intent. ^
;e the issue of intent is raised, the act it dear
that the burden of t^roof is on t »
triation has occurred. 1* .'^rovlm * At this burden
t easily £ '-•
JV ted abov lion in
;
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lotion 3^v(c) of the act, added in

;.ghly persuasive evid In the a
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aot be sufficiently probative to support a
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>r Instance, It is obviously not enough to es 1 .
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